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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to determine what 
Virginians were reading in their newspapers, the 
two Virginia Gazettes* on the crisis with Great Bri- 
tain_ thST ied""to ”the^Amer ican Revolution. The 
period of time covered is two years, 1773 and 1774, 
when Americans aroused themselves from tranquil re­
lations with the mother country to preparations for 
war with her.
Because of poor communications, a great deal of 
understanding was needed to avert catastrophe. The 
newspapers, however, added to the misunderstanding 
and aggravated an already tense situation.
The newspapers, one of the very few available 
means of disseminating information, were filled with 
falsities and propaganda that stirred Virginians to 
oppose what they believed to be great evils designed 
for them by Parliament,
The facts of the problem were not so important 
as a cause of revolution' as what people thought were 
the facts. The newspapers often gave a distorted 
picture that showed America being condemned to out**- 
right slavery by a corrupt and evil Ministry, By 
the end of 1774, constant propaganda such as this 
had moved much of the Virginia public to action.
Thus, the Virginia newspapers not only re­
flected the growing crisis, but they helped shape 
and further it,
BOUSING A NATION:
THE VIRGINIA GAZETTES AND THE GROWING CRISIS
1773 - 1774
CHAPTER I 
THE WILLIAMSBURG PRINTERS
Present-day America enjoys a gigantic assortment of 
means to disseminate information quickly and accurately. In 
fact* the communications media have been developed to such a 
stage that they sometimes seem to overpower us with endless 
and burdensome information. In the eighteenth century, how- 
ever, the situation was quite the opposite. There were very 
few means of communication, and they were slow and liable to 
be inaccurate. News could travel by word of mouth, which 
has always been a method very much prone to error. There 
were also private letters* but they never reached large mud- 
iences. The only large scale medium of communication in 
colonial America, and the one that people invariably turned 
to- for news, was the newspaper.
Colonial newspapers were usually four-page weeklies of 
tabloid size. They were published by a "printer” who pro­
duced newspapers as one aspect of a trade that included book 
printing, binding, and the sale of all kinds of printed and 
paper products. The printer gathered the material for his 
newspaper from various sources — private letters, the news** 
papers of distant cities, and word of mouth. He eagerly 
awaited the arrival of that week * s post or an incoming ship
2
3for whatever information he could offer an equally eager pub* 
lie* Printers seldom bothered to include local news, except 
vital statistics, unless it was obviously of major conse- 
queues. But letters from local pens comprised a large share 
of newspaper space* Printers accepted letters for publica- 
tion on almost any subject imaginable* from the care of vine*, 
yards to politics. Besides news and letters from the public, 
the printers often included essays, poetry, anecdote®, travel 
accounts, and other miscellaneous items to give the newspaper 
wide appeal.
All this information, often in exceedingly fine type, 
was placed upon the printed sheet without much regard for 
spacing, arrangement, or the relative importance of articles. 
The printer selected and edited the articles to be printed, 
but seldom introduced his own opinion on any of the topics 
under discussion. This important phase of modern journalism 
was yet to come. There were no headlines and few topic 
headings. Ho illustrations enlivened the pages. Approxi­
mately the last half of each issue was devoted to advertise­
ments, all placed together and not in .any recognizable order. 
To the modern eye, colonial newspapers are quite unappetiz­
ing, But these eighteenth-century sheets, were prime sources 
of information and were read and re-read by the people of 
the time.
Because of their trade, printers of colonial America 
often held positions of public responsibility. They were 
usually local postmasters. Letters were brought to the
4printer for distribution. Ho received incoming mail and out- 
of-town newspapers from the weekly post-rider* Thus, the 
printing office was a center of news and information even 
‘Without the printing of newspapers. .And, of course, the 
printer was always the first to receive the latest "advices," 
which he immediately incorporated into his Journal.
The other' position of public responsibility was that of 
"public printer." The government of a province would commis­
sion a printer to do all the official printing, for which he 
would receive a salary enabling him to live fairly comfort­
ably and securely* Yet with all these public and private 
phases of his occupation,, the colonial printer was able to do 
a neater and more careful Job in putting out his newspaper 
than is often accomplished today*
The colonial press was remarkably free from governmental 
restraints* According to the common law of the time, print­
ers were held responsible for seditious libel in their 
journals* But the'most false and abusive vilification 
against persons high and low constantly appeared in the news­
papers without anybody raising a finger against it. This 
actual lack of legal restraint upon the press' helped to pave 
the way for Britain’s loss of America* When the great crisis 
of the 1700’s and the 1770’s developed, the discontented with 
axes to grind immediately found the newspapers ideal vehicles 
for spreading dissatisfaction* Such was the case in
8Virginia,^
There had been printing in the colony of Virginia as
early as 1681, hut no permanent newspaper emerged until
Willlam Parks established the first Virginia Gazette In 
2
1730, This sheet continued under .a succession of printers 
until 1786 when, in the wake of the Stamp Act, Williamsburg 
received its second paper, The Virginia Gazette, under the 
recently deceased Joseph Boyle, had been too conservative for 
many, Voting Thomas Jefferson complained' that ^nothing dis­
agreeable to the governor could be got into it." Jefferson 
therefore induced the Maryland printer, William Hind, to be­
gin a competing Virginia Gazette that would have its columns
3open to radical pens,- The Scottish printer Alexander Pur die 
took over the operation of the original Gazette in early 
1786 and, although he operated a press open‘to all, inherited
^One of the most interesting work® on colonial newspapers 
is John Clyde Oswald’s Printing in the Americas (New York, 
1937), This book contalnsTlselnatlng reproduct ions of 
specimen pages of many of the important colonial newspapers, 
Clarence 8* Brigham’s History and Bibliography of American 
Newspapers 1690^ -1820 (Worcester, ~ l947)7 ' 2 v^ols. cohtalniTa 
^gFearEeal of“Inf of mat ion on American newspapers, See my 
Bibliographical Essay for other works on the colonial printer.
^Isaiah Thomas, The History of Printing in America, with a 
Biography of Printers andah Account biNewspapers(Albany7 
TO7¥r;~vdl~l7‘”pT 3 3 2 --- ' '-----   ~  --
'^ Ibid., vol. I, p. 338, Both papers were called the Vir- 
ginIar"Gazeite, E. G. Swem thinks the same name was used to 
getrvadvertising and public printing, as the House- of 
Burgesses specified that legal notices must appear in the 
HVirginia Gazette*! See Oswald, Printing, p, 141.
4the conservative reputation of his predecessor.
from 1706 through 1774, therefore, there were two Vir­
ginia Gazettes printed in Williamsburg, The two- printers di­
vided the available positions of public.service, Alexander 
Purdi© ran the post office and William Hind was public print­
er. John Dixon, although not a printer by trade, assisted
• 5with Purdi©*s Gazette. But Purdi© "’wholly directed” the
business and notified the public that Dixon "has never once
6attempted to invade that Province of mine.” Nevertheless,
his Gazette has always been credited to the partnership of
’’Purdi© and Dixon.” In 1775, Purdie established his own, a
third, Virginia Gazette, Dixon, who had also become mayor of
Williamsburg for that year, continued the original Gazette
7with William Hunter, the eon of a former publisher,
William Hind published his Virginia Gazette until his 
death on August 19, 1773. His wife, Clementina Hind, took 
over the business and received an appointment as public 
printer from the House of Burgesses to replace her late bus- 
band. Mrs. Rind did not outlive her husband for long, how-
^Mary Goodwin, ’’The Printing Office: Block IS, Colonial 
Lot #48,” (unpublished report for Colonial Williamsburg,
1952), p. LXVIIX.
^Thomas, Printing, vol. I, p. 355.
^Alexander Purdi© and John Dixon, Virginia Gazette,
25 Mar. 1773, p. 3, cols. 2-3. ‘—  --- ---- 1—
7Goodwin, "Printing Office;; pp. XLVIil - XLIX, LXX.
®John Pendleton Kennedy, ed., Journals of the House of
Burgesses of Virginia, 1773~17767HtneTuding the Records of
the ^ CoSXtlce of Cdrrespdndehc©/ (lichmdnd, TD05J, PP* 7TT 124.
7ever* as site died a year later on September 25, 1774. for 
the benefit of her minor children, John Pinkney continued 
Bind*a Journal for a little oyer .a year more, when it was
9
discontinued*"
Both Purdie and Bind printed typical colonial news-* 
papers* They were four—page weeklies with an occasional 
Supplement. Advertisements took half the space. Both news­
papers had the same subscription rates, 12s* 8d. a year. To 
the casual eye, they were much the same* Yet there were a 
few differences. The most obvious was the size of type. 
Bind’s Gazette almost always displayed a readable type nearly 
twice as large as Purdie’s. But Purdie*s paper, often dif­
ficult to read even with a glass, contained an amazing amount 
of verbiage per printed page. 'William Bind saved space by 
omitting some of the frills of Purdie*s Journal as, for ex­
ample, a "Poet’s Corner.” Yet as public printer, Rind was 
obliged to print official notices, especially proclamations 
of the governor, in full. These Purdie condensed or printed 
for only one or two weeks whereas Bind included them for 
months* The Purdie and Dixon sheet was nearly always the
more informative.
There is no exact information available on the circula­
tion of Yirginia newspapers during the decade leading to the 
Revolution. It has been estimated that Yirginia had a pope-
%illiam Rind, Virginia Gazette, 26 Aug. 1773, p. 2, col.
1; 2 Sep. 1773, ■ p; ^ , 'c ol. Pinkney, Yirginia 
Gazette, 29 Sep*'1774, p. 3, col. 1.
1stion of 400,000 during this time, of whom 1,000 lived in
10Williamsburg and 0,000 in Norfolk, the only sizeable towns* 
Norfolk had its own newspaper for a few months in 1774-75, of 
which little is known today* otherwise, the two Williamsburg 
Virginia Gazettes were the only newspapers in the colony, the 
only ones between the Maryland Gazette in Annapolis and the 
South Carolina Garnett# in Charles Town. , Inhabitants of dis- 
tant counties, such as Pincastle on the frontier, at times 
sent information to the Williamsburg printers for publication 
in their Gazettes* It would seem that Virginia papers pene­
trated widely, if perhaps not deeply* Some idea of circula­
tion may be gained by Purdie *s statement in If70 that "upwards
ilof ONE THOUSAND” had failed to remit for their subscriptionsf 
Circulation in Williamsburg must have presented no prob- 
lem. But for heavily populated areas in the Tidewater area, 
both printers jointly sent a rider on a delivery circuit* De­
livery to the Northern Neck, for ©sample, was once every 
IBweek*'- 'for the more outlying areas, individual travelers 
must have been the main means of delivery* By the post, the 
.printers send copies of their Gazettes to fellow publishers 
in other colonies*
The other printers reciprocated with their journals. In 
1774, however, Purdie complained that "by some Means or other,
^Carl Bridenbaugh, Cities in Revolt: Urban Life in America, 
1743.*1776 (New fork, %mSJ~pT~4W™~ — —  —  — — —
^Arthur M. Schlesinger, Prelude to Independence: The News* 
paper War on Britain, 1764»TTri^^  .~WM7—
^Rind, Va. Gaz., 17 June 1773, Supp.. p. 2, col. 3.
M * * * * '  mmmammrna*Mu*SK~ • 0  fW. 0
13seldom more than one Fourth get to our Hands.” Yet the two
competing printers did not exchange information with each 
other. Therefore* one paper would often carry news the other 
one missed. To keep up with events, one needed to read hoth 
papers each week.
Virginians certainly relied heavily upon their news**
papers for news. Other means were erratic, fragmentary, and
uncertain. ”W© could procure nothing hut newspaper Accounts"
of the current news, remarked one "Gentleman of distinction 
14in Virginia." Whether the information contained in them 
was true, false, or misleading, the newspapers were the only 
readily available narrators of the world*© affairs. The 
colonists had. nothing with which to compare newspaper 
accounts of current events. This is a hazard to understand***' 
lug the world*a problems in the heat of times. But in a 
crisis, with emotional ranting© filling the pages, it could 
be disastrous.
wee
Both Williamsburg printers prided themselves, as their 
mottoes indicated, in the freedom of their presses. "OPEN 
TO AIL PARTIES EOT INFLUENCED BY NONE** was Rind*© motto.
"IN CIVITATE LIBERA LINGUAM METEMQHE LIBERAS ESSE DEBERE" 
was Purdie and Dixon*s. Late in IT74, when Purdie announced 
his intention to start another journal, he chose a motto
13Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 30 June 1774, p. 2, col. 2.
14Ibid.; 13 May 1773, p. 2, col. 3.
10
that spoke of a definite political stand. "ALWAYS FOR 
LIBERTY AND THE PUBL1CK GOOD," it said.15
A' change in attitude by both Williamsburg printers- had 
preceded the change in mottoes« Earlier in 1774 the gradual 
emergence of an unmistakable editorial stand 'became evident 
in both Virginia Gazettes* The pattern was Quite similar'.
By the end of 1774, they had taken on the coloration of prop** 
aganda sheets for the Whigs, that vaguely^delineated group of 
Americans who were dissatisfied with interference by Britain 
in American affiirs and who countenanced radical action to 
oppose it. The Tories, or the Americans who wished to con­
serve law and order, lost their voice in the Virginia press 
during the summer of 1774,
There are a number of possible reasons for this condi­
tion * Editorial comments make it obvious that' both printers 
were Whigs* They may have received conservative articles, 
but withheld them from publication* Perhaps Virginia Tories 
stopped writing for fear of intimidation that was so common 
at the time. Perhaps the printers did not receive Tory
papers to copy*. But the Whigs were the more numerous and
IBvocal and were winning converts. And the leaders of
15Ibld., 1 Dec. 1774, p. 1, col. 1,
•16Tbis does mot mean, however, that they were the majority.
Most Virginians of the time were politically neutral. See 
Keith Benaet Berwick*s ’’Loyalties in Crisis’.* A Study of the 
Attitudes of Virginians in the Revolution,/* (unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1959), pp.
11
Virginia* so often assembled in. Williams burg, were an out­
standing example of this firm and active1 faction* If the 
printers published conservative pieces, they-may have feared 
losing subscribers,: and they would lose them for a cause
17
neither printer believed in. ' America was dividing itself 
into two hostile camps. Circumstances were, making it impos­
sible to ride the fence. Even if the printers had wanted, to 
maintain it, the open press was doomed,
The probability should not be overlooked, however, that 
the changes in the- attitudes expressed in the Virginia Cass­
ettes closely mirrored the changes taking place throughout 
America, The colonies were re-evaluating their'relationship 
with the mother country, and the newspapers were reporting it. 
But the American press, including the Virginia Garnetteg, added 
its own contribution to the- growing discontent. This was 
propaganda,
The word, "propaganda" has been defined as "an attempt to
control the actions of people Indirectly by controlling their 
18attitudes,"" Thus propaganda can be either true or false.
It can be a biased and distorted tract or even objective news 
if public opinion is molded by it.
In the crisis leading to the American Revolution, the 
Whigs mad© extensive use of propaganda to unite America in
17The Gaasettes themselves report many examples of intimida­
tion and'bbsilixty that the printers must have taken as warn­
ings. See, for example, Purdie and Dixon, Va, Gas,, 10 Nov. 
1774, p. 3, col. 3. ' ~ -----
^Philip Davidson, -propaganda and the American Revolution, 
1763-1783, (Chapel HiTT7~lMTT7 .pTxITf.-^ -- - - “ --
12
their cause., They employed everything from sermons to mass
meetings'* But perhaps the most effective means of propaganda
19
was the press, newspapers received wide circulation,, were
read.hy people not yet aroused politically, and made use of
the printed page. People are very gullible in attaching
great prestige and the .stamp of truth to anything,, even the
most absurd statements, ,as long as it has been set in .type.
This is especially true with newspapers, which are usually
20
taken for grafted as containing objective news* ' In the 
eighteenth century, to make matters %'orse, people had little 
opportunity to compare differing, positions and accounts of 
©vents Conditions gave propaganda every opportunity to mold 
public opinion*
***
During the years 1773-1774, America moved from peace to 
the verge of open rebellion, against Croat Britain. Time and 
distance made communications between the disputants very dif­
ficult . Patience and understanding were needed to avert dis­
aster, But neither side had enough patience. And the news­
papers did not provide clear and accurate understanding*
What Virginians were reading proved to be no exception*
^Ibid*, pp. 223-6; Sehlesinger, Prelude, p. 46,
20Leonard w. Boob, Public Opinion and Propaganda, (Hew York, 
194$) , p, 443 , ~ — ~ —  --------------- -
CHAPTER II
"VARIOUS RUMOURS AND REPORTS”
January - October 1773
The Virginian of 1772 could see no reason why the pre­
vailing good will between England and America should not con­
tinue indefinitely* Controversy over the Townshend duties 
bad subsided two- years before and nothing serious had hap­
pened since to disrupt the peace* One might be anxious about 
the future price of tobacco, debt© owed to merchants, the 
price of lands, or a hundred other things of English as well 
as Virginian concern. But these did not alter the belief 
that it was profitable and good to be a member of the Empire. 
Loyalty to the king was the accepted standard. Fast diffi­
culties seemed to be gone and forgotten.
One*© weekly Virginia Gazette verified this lack of con­
troversy, Each weekend Virginians would read that the 
Turkish army was active in Eastern Europe, or that a certain 
Dutchess was expecting a child soon.. They read the anecdotes 
and poems. They checked the advertisements and the notices 
of vital statistics. All serious news was happening in 
Poland, Hungary, or some other far-off place.
In July, 1772, a Gazette subscriber may have read a 
notice buried in an inside page to the effect that a month
14
before, H. M. Customs Schooner Gaspee bad been burned in Nar*»
rag-aasett Bay by a Providence mob.,3. If so, be probably soon
forgot about it, as the matter found no more attention in the 
%Cassettes, Indeed, there was very little Journalistic dis-*
3eusslon of the affair even in Ehode Island. And in December
be ©ay have read another small news item* Humors were cireu*
lating, the clipping from. Boston reported, that the Judges of
the Massachusetts Superior Court would henceforth receive
their salaries from the Crown. Governor Thomas Hutchinson
was already receiving his pay independent of the provincial
government, and this new measure would further reduce the
General Court’s power over the purse. The clipping continued
that as the governor had refused to call the assembly, Boston
was setting up, under James Otis, a committee to correspond
4with the other towns on what to do about this situation.
This was the first news in some while of discontent in 
Hew lugland, and it was very meager indeed. Of course the 
customs officials were a nuisance and the loss of control 
over salaries would be a blow to any legislature. But Vir­
ginia did not respond through her press. She was not used to 
the underhanded methods of the customs officers as was Hew
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 9 July 1770, p. 2, col, 3, 
p. 3, col. 1.
2At least not until November 1772, when a short notice glv*- 
ing a reward for the culprits appeared* See Purdie and 
Dixon, Va. Gaz., 5 Nov, 1772, p, 2, col, 3.
^Sehlesiager, Prelude, p. 154.
%urdie and Dixon, Va, Gaz., 3 Dec. 1772, p. 1, cols, 1*2,
15
England, and the House of Burgesses did not enjoy the degree 
of financial independence maintained by the Massachusetts 
General Court, tod even in Hew England, it took all the en­
ergies of a Saia Mams to keep the people dissatisfied. Vet 
the time of peace was nearing an end. In a very short time 
discontent would reach Virginia. Strife and turmoil would 
follow, and tensions would ease only with the peace treaty of 
1783,
The .charred remains of the prowling revenue schooner 
Gaspee were still visible months after the June 1773 attack. 
But in spit© of a reward and the fact that the merchant John 
Brown led the destruction proceedings with a minimum of secret 
cy, no suspects were discovered, Rhode Island was too much 
in favor of the deed to turn in the culprits. There the mat­
ter stood until the end of the year.
On January 7, 1773, Purdie and Bisson*© Virginia Gazette 
reminded its readers of the Gaspee incident. Royal Navy 
ships, speculated a northern correspondent, might be sent
8from Boston to Newport to revoke the Rhode Island charter.
This grossly false statement was never corrected. Validity 
of news was such an unsure thing that even the most inflamma** 
tory falsehoods would often get printed. For all Purdie and 
Bixon knew, this report was true, and it was their job to 
print it. More of this kind of thing would follow. Two 
weeks later, both Williamsburg -sheets carried accurate Intel**
5Ibid., 7 Jan. 1773, p. 3, col. 1
10
ligenee. A Commission of Inquiry .was being formed to investi­
gate the Gaspee burning. It was to consist of the governor
of Rhode Island and four colonial, judges. Admiral Montagu
with a squadron of ships was to transport suspects to England
for trial as, the Crown felt, Rhode 'Island, was so rebellious 
that Justice would not be done there* The truth, however, 
stopped here. The next article, copied from the '.Whig Provi-
sdeuce Gazette, ' continued with'exaggerations -and falsities.
It spoke of Providence being turned into a garrison and of
the slaughter'Of innocent civilians. Then came the real
.grievance, The commission would violate the constitution, by
’’.seizing a Humber of Persons, under the .Points of .Bayonets,
and transporting them three Thousand Miles for Trial,, where,
whether guilty or innocent, they must unavoidably fall Victims
alike to Revenge or Prejudice.’’ Americans should never
accept this scheme, the piece concluded, so ’’shocking to
Human!ty Hand] repugnant to every Dictate of Reason, Liberty
7
and Justice..." All was blamed on ’’ministerial vengeance.”
The next week brought even more astounding advice from 
Rhode Island. The British had marched some troops to that 
little colony, but they were met by .armed resistance. The 
report listed six killed and eighteen wounded in an encounter. 
This could have been the'second "Boston Massacre" predicted 
by a Whig correspondent, except that this report also was
^Schlesinger, Prelude, p. 155.
^Purdie and Dixon, ¥a. Gag., 21 Jan. 1TT3, p. 2, cols. 2-3; 
Rind, ¥a. Gaz., 21 Jan. 1TT3, p. 2, col. 3.
17
a
completely false. Vet, again, it was never corrected. If 
is no wonder that the colonists could get excitedI And this 
was not all. William Kindra Gazette quoted the blast of the 
bitter Rhode Islander AMERICANUS against the customs officials. 
America should not tolerate the "avarice... injustice, and ex­
tortion of these miscreant tool® in power*" Death, he ex-
0claimed, was better than slavery.
Hews soon arrived of the Gaspee Commission*® first sit­
ting in Newport. It immediately put out a public call for in­
formation. Also came inflammatory letters by New Englanders, 
These, published in northern papers and brought into Williams­
burg by the post or by ship, were duly published in the 
Gassettea. Purdie and Dixon extracted from a January issue of 
the Providence Gazette news that the' Rhode Island General As­
sembly had taken a stand against the Gaspee proceedings.
Rhode Island assured the rest of America that she would not
give up any of her rights to this "first Dose" of ministerial
10vengeance. A review of the Gasnee affair followed.
The Virginia press contained nothing but praise for Rhode 
Island and nothing but abuse for the Commission and ©specially 
for the ministry which ordered it. A correspondent in England 
even lauded "the late manoeuvre of the brave Rhode Islander®
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 28 Jan. 1773, p. 2, col. 3; 
Sehlesinger, Prelude, p. 155,
%lnd, Va. Gaz., 28 Jan. 1773, p. I, col, 3,
10Purd±e and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 18 Feb. 1773, p. 1, col, 2, 
p. 2, col, 1.
^Rind, Va. Gaz,, 21 Jan. 1773, p. 2, col. 3.
xa
Most, however, did not openly condone the destruction, of the 
schooner* But they did strongly voice their opinion that 
taking suspects to' England for trial, would he a serious blow 
to impartial justice and American liberties. They did not 
hesitate to use stirring language even if the facts had to be 
twisted to achieve it,.
Prom March 1773 on, Purdie and Dixon switched to newer
concerns* leaving Hind’s journal to keep the .issue alive. On
May 6, 1773, he. published what he felt could nfoe depended
upon as a genuine extract" of the original order establishing
the Gaspee Commission. This was the first document on the
subject to appear in the Gazettes, 'Burning the schooner was
’’high treason," Rind printed the most crucial sentence in.
italics. It was "his Majesty's intention...that the persons
concerned in the burning of the Gaspee schooner., .should be
brought to England to be tried.” The Royal Navy would trans**
port prisoners and witnesses across the Atlantic. Appended
was a copy of the act upon which the order was based. Be**
struct ion of any of H. M. ships was punishable by death. If
the act was committed "outside the realm*" suspects could be
tried in England or at the place of the crime, "as his
Majesty *, .may deem most expedient for bringing such offenders
12.to justice; any law* usage, and custom, notwithstanding,"
It was the law, usage, and custom of trial by peers and neigh** 
hors that the Rhode Islanders felt was their sacred right.
^Ihid,, 6 May 1.773, p. 1, col, 1, p, 2, col, 2.
is
In the same Issue*. William Hind published intelligence 
from Newport that the Commission had heard some witnesses, 
but that no suspects were detected., The Commission had ad­
journed until June# Then, after a two-month period of silence 
on the subject, Hind-s Virginia Gazette again aired the 
Gaspee affair. In a clipping from a London paper, RALEIGH 
declared that ’"Contention has been the companion, and barron- 
ness the fruit” of ministerial activity in America. JGN1BS 
AMBRICANUS was more scorching. ’’The late measure of dragging 
American® across the ocean to take their trials here, on sus­
picion of a crime, is so replete with horror, injustice, and 
oppression, so unexampled, so- dangerous, so reproachful, that 
it threatens more than anything that has yet happened, to in­
crease and alienate the minds of that people, beyond a possi-
13bility of reconciliation.”" But heated newspaper commentary
soon died down. Rhode Island did not give the Commission any
satisfaction. Rind reported the end on July 15, 1773, "The
court of enquiry at Newport in Rhode Island is broke up,
without haying been able to discover any of the parties con-
14cerned in destroying the Gaspee schooner,” '
There was only one comment on the subject in the Virginia 
press. In an unsigned letter to Mr. Rind, a correspondent 
warned his countrymen that ”it behouves every man to consider
^Ibid., 8 July 1773, p. 1, cols. 1-3. Hutchinson identi­
fied'" JOTIHS AHBRICANtFS as Arthur Lee. See- Hutchinson’s 
History of the Colony and Province of Massachusetts Bay, 
TL " S7‘n^roT^dT7r^^ brI^ge7 , ~ ol I Ttl^^prmw:—
14lbid., IS July 1773, p. 3, col. 2.
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that what this day may he one man*©,' or one people*© fate*: 
may he his tomorrow.Tr ’''Innocent houses*" he said, were being 
searched by "half starved harpies, prowling for a subsist 
tance.” This was' an obvious reference to the customs offi­
cers , Excited by the false rumors of bloodshed in Bhede 
Island, the writer foresaw that the Gaspee commission pro­
ceedings would certainly result in "strewing fields with 
British citizens and drenching them with slaughter," Finally,
the House of Burgesses must "again and again support their
ISconstitutional rights*" " It is significant that only one 
Virginian ever used the columns of the Virginia Cassettes to 
comment on the Gaspee proceedings. Also, neither printer 
copied any material on the subject from any other source than 
Ehode Island -and London. America was not yet arousedv
iffsr#
Ivor since Stamp Act days,. Boston'had been the center of 
discontent. And'even in early 1773-* Massachusetts .affairs 
competed with the Gaspee Commission for newspaper space. As 
usual. Governor Hutchinson bore the brunt of the.malcontents * 
attacks * At first it was the .salary question; now came the 
Governor's speech opening the General Court, Purdie and 
Dixon printed the entire address, although in ©mailer print 
than the preceding article on the Gaspee problem, Hutchinson 
praised the advantages of the provincial government, but 
maintained that Parliament was the "supreme Authority" in the
15Ibld., 11 Mar. 1773, p. 1, col. 1, p. 2, col, 1.
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colony, not withstand ing Its lack of representation* This had 
been the basic point of controversy for years- He continued, 
”X know of no Line that can he drawn, between the supreme 
Authority of Parliament and the total Independence of the 
Colonies. It is impossible there should be two independent 
Legislatures in one and the same'State*" Hutchinson then 
called on the General Court to come up with a better idea if 
it had one,*®
The reply, inevitably forthcoming., covered Purdi# and 
Dixon’s front page a few issues later* It stressed that Eng** 
lish constitutional precedents upheld the sacred principle of 
taxation only with consent. Parliament could not be supreme 
in all cases- "The Right of Representation is so essential 
and indispensable, in Regard to all Laws for levying Taxes, 
that a People under any Form of Government destitute of it is 
destitute of Freedom-54 Other sections came straight from 
Locke- "Life* Liberty, Property, and the Disposal of that 
property with our own consent, are natural rights*" "The
Preservation of these Rights is the great End of Government."
«?"
The reply ended with the hope that an equitable union between
17Great Britain and the colonies would soon be established.
On February 28, 1773, Purdie and Dixon published the 
first detailed report of colonial grievances as they stood 
then. The report had been written, naturally enough, in
16Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gag*, 18 Feb- 1773, p. 2, cols, 1*2.
17Ibid., 4 Mar. 1773, p. 1, col, 1, p. 2, col, 1,
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Boston by the committee of correspondence which included, 
again naturally enough* James Otis and Sam Adams.* -William- 
Bind* who had been fairly silent on Boston's discontents* 
received it from A CUSTOMER, who praised him for his ^readi­
ness to oblige the public upon .every occasion with what may 
either tend to expose the'measures taken by the Ministry*
and their tools, to oppress the colonies* or -which may point
ISout a way to get their grievances redressed*"" ..From this 
comment we- can get some idea of Rind’s personal political 
views.
The Boston report listed the rights of Americans as 
men* Christians, and subjects. As men, they had a natural 
right to life, liberty, and property plus, the right to de­
fend them* The wording was pure Locke* A® Christians, they 
had the right to toleration, always excepting the Catholics* 
As subjects, they had all the civil rights of Englishmen*
As for Parliament, "the supreme power cannot justly take 
from any man any part of his property without his consent. In 
person, or by his representative,11 There would be no liberty 
where property was- taken by Parliament* yet it would be 
"hurtful" if the American colonies had representatives in the 
House of Commons* .Among the specific grievances listed were 
the Declaratory Act, customs racketeering, raising revenue 
without consent, standing armies stationed in America, re­
strictions on American industry, and the intention of taking
18Rind, Va. Cass *, 20 Apr • 1773, p * 1, c o l  * 1 •
19suspects to England for trial.
The printing of this report in the Gazettes aroused no 
response among Virginia readers. One can he sure that the 
House of Burgesses tools note of it, yet who bothered, in the 
spring of 1773, to write comments on it for publication in 
the Gazettes? The time would come soon, however, when they 
would writev
In Boston, the session of the General Court was drawing
to a close. Hot words flew bach and forth between the'gov**
ernor and the House of Representatives over the Judges*
20
salaries. Finally the House passed resolutions, 63 to 19,
that if a Judge accepted Crown fees, he would be declared
21"an enemy to the constitution*" That was about all the 
legislators could do. Then on March 8, Governor Hutchinson 
prorogued the General Court with a speech declaring that "in 
every Government there must be some Where a supreme uneon**
22
troulable Fewer," and that in this case it was Parliament. 
Hutchinson had the last word, but it did not make his ideas 
any more acceptable. All this was duly printed in the 
Virginia Gazettes but not in sequence, and the full story 
was only available by reading both papers each week* neither
Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gass., 25 Feb. 1773, p. 2, cols,
2-3; Rind, Va. Gam., 2WmApf. 1773, p. 1, col. 1, p. 2, col.
1, 27 May 1773, p. 1, col, 1, p. 2, col. 2.
Oft
Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz,, 25 Mar. 1773, p. 2, col. 3,
*rMWw» in'.i' i .il ■
21Rind, Va. Gaz., 6 May 1773, p. 2, cols, 2-3.
22Purdie and Dixon, Va. C-az., 22 Apr. 1773, p. 1, cols.
1-3. —   "
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printer made sure he had all the information to write .a com- 
plate story* Those with access to o&ly one paper had only a 
very sketchy idea what was happening*
Then, with the July 1 issue, Purdie and Dixon carried 
the first news of more trouble from that North American storm 
center* Again .Hutchinson was the villain* Some .private let­
ters, written years before by the governor and other Massa­
chusetts officials, had gotten into the House of Representa­
tives and had been made public* Their source and content 
were yet unknown* But the House, Purdie reported, had passed 
a resolution in June that the letters tended to "subvert the 
Constitution of this Covernment, and to introduce arbitrary
power into the Province*’1 Hutchinson had asked for copies
23before making a reply* The House gave the governor only 
the dates of the letters. Hutchinson's reasonably-toned re­
ply appeared in the next issue of Purdie and Dixon’s publica­
tion. The letters were private correspondence, said 
Hutchinson, written before he became governor. He stated 
they contained no ideas that he had not already made public
in speeches to the assembly. He refused to lay ..any of his
24private papers before the House, as it had requested*
The mystery of the content of the letters was cleared up 
two weeks later with Purdie and Dixon’s July 22 issue.
23Ibid., 1 Jul . W 3 ,  p* 3, col* 1, Kind did not carry the 
news"'"until the next week, and then only from a source that 
did not mention Hutchinson’s name.
24Ibid,, 8 Jul. 1773, p. 3, col, 1.
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Copied from the northern press, the article listed such per­
tinent passages as the need of saving the custom officers 
from., the mob and Hutchinson*,® unfavorable opinion of combin- 
ations of merchants, Hutchinson, then Lieutenant Governor, 
and Andrew Oliver, then Chief Justice, penned the letters 
bach in 1T67-G0. Today they do not seem to be very inflam­
matory, yet the Massachusetts House of Representatives 
thought SO' at the time* The "Exaggerations and Misrepre­
sentations” of the letters "probably operated" to alienate 
the King and mother country from America. Therefore the 
House of Representatives asked for the removal of Governor 
Hutchinson and Lieutenant Governor Oliver from their
O c
offices. The Massachusetts lower house, Virginia learned, 
passed the resolution 82 to 12, and sent a petition of the
Ag
same effect to the King,
All this information appeared only in Purdie and Dixon*s 
Virginia Gazette. Rind did not copy anything of this scandal 
while the news was breaking. It is. curious that William. Rind 
was the printer who published the most on the Gaspee affair, 
but it was Purdie who provided the Virginia public the major­
ity of news from Boston. There may have been a number of 
reasons for this, the most plausible being that the printers 
did not. always use the same- sources of information. No let­
ters of comment as yet appeared in either Gazette, from
25Ibld., 22 Jul. 1773, p. 2, col. 1, p. 3, col. 1.
26Ibid., 5 Aug. 1773, p. 2, col. 1, 29 July 1773, p. 2,
col.“27“
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Virginia or elsewhere* The Hutchinson letters did not arouse 
the Old Dominion any .more than did the Gaspee proceedings.
***
Nor did any local issue osteite Virginians against the 
mother country. B!aeh Gazette had its correspondents, hut the 
topics were usually non-political» And those who- did write 
on political affairs were not airing any discontents against 
England* There were articles for and against paper money, 
and for and against the practices of the Virginia magistrates. 
There were articles and advertisements calling for Virginia' 
settlement of the 'West. There were article© on- the state of 
religion and the propriety of establishing an American epis­
copate* The only real complaint came from treasurer Robert 
Carter Nicholas who was astonished at the laxity of Virgin-
27
Ians in paying their taxes* " Virginia did not seem'to be 
interested in paying for the upkeep of it© government, with 
or without representation.
In early 1773 erne news that some clever forgeries of 
Virginia £5 notes had been discovered. Governor Dunmore im­
mediately summoned the Council and on -February 6, 1773, set a 
meeting of the General Assembly for March 4. Opening day*© 
issue of both Williamsburg papers carried his speech to the 
session* The governor called for a solution to the forged 
money problem in particular and the colony’s credit in 
general. Then he wished the legislature to get down to the
wwmiW iMnmi p^.n—iiij*»pi>ii,<ti nun 1..1 »— n   i iji    , —i.  ,. i» r. '.i- mm mlj. n   *■ ,          nn . , hi. , , ,  nun '..t[|w>iw*^ in,,i.ii,|liiiiwWf,w l |»i.,^ i
27This was carried in both Purdie and Dixon and Rind on 
7 Jan. 1773 and a number of other issues..
* page 27.
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28ordinary business it had on hand. The House replied that
it would do just that. One section of its address deserves
particular attention. "Sensible as we are," it said, ’’of the
reciprocal benefits, which redound to our Mother country from
their intimate connection with each other, we should be want-*
ing to ourselves and the duty we owe to our constituents, did
20we not consider their interests as inseparable."' this
would foe the last harmonious session*
Home members of the Burgesses, including Patrick Henry
and Thomas Jefferson, had more than Just ordinary business to'
foring before the House, After a preliminary meeting in the
Raleigh Tavern, they took advantage of this emergency session
of the legislature to introduce a resolution calling for an
inter^ coioxil&l committee of correspondence. The House passed
it unanimously,.. Both Purdie and Dixon and Rind printed, with**
30out -comment* the full text in their next issues. The people 
of Virginia were disturbed, the resolution said, "by various 
Rumours and Reports of Proceedings tending to deprive them, of 
their ancient legal, and constitutional Rights." As Virginia, 
England, and the other colonies were interconnected, the House 
resolved "that a standing Committee of Correspondence and
28Purd±e and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 4 Mar. 1773, p. 3, eol* 1; 
Rind, Va. Gaz., p. 2, col.""37 P* col. 1.
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 11 Mar. 1773, p. 2, col. 3; 
Rind, Va* -Gaz., p. 2, col.""37
^lt is interesting to note that Rind’s immediately pre­
ceding issue was the one which carried the only article by a 
Virginian on the proceedings to the northward. See before, 
pp IH-ZQ.
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Inquiry be appointed...whose Business it shall be to obtain
the most early and authentick Intelligence of all such Acte
and Resolutions of the British Parliament, or Proceedings of
Administration,, as may relate to or affect the British €oX«~
onies in .America; and to keep up and maintain a Correspond**
ence, and Communications, with our Sister Colonies, respect**
ing these important Considerations; and the Result of such
their Proceedings, from Time to Time, to lay -before the
House,’* The first order of business would 'be to determine
’’the Principles and Authority” on which the Gaspee Commission
could ’’transport Persons accused of Offences committed in
America to Places beyond the Seas to be tried-,” The resolu-
31tion asked other colonies to set up similar committees-. '■
With this resolution, Virginia again took a lead among 
the colonies, as she had done during the Stamp Act -days, 
However, it was not the whole colony that had. advanced ideas, 
but only the House of Burgesses, and only a minority of that 
was active'. On© reason for the resolution was to- get that 
body moving again-, Thomas Jefferson said later that the 
House was not as ssealous as before in protecting colonial 
liberties. He wanted the first order of business to be a pro­
posal for an inter-colonial congress ”at some central place” 
for discovering measures which might he taken in common to 
promote American freedom, Jefferson was forced'to limit the
31
Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gag,» 18 Mar. 1773, p. 2, col. 3;
Hind, Va. Gass,, 18 Mar. 17737 p. 2, col, 3, p. 3, col, 1.
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commit tee, at first, to cheeking on the Oaspee Commission 
Another reason for the commit tee., of interest here, was that 
the politically minded members of the House probably were, not 
satisfied only with the Gazettes for their news,^either its 
amount or its reliability,
Again, neither printer published any article, or letter 
on this new committee, Perhaps Virginians did not think it 
would amount to much* Or perhaps they felt it was formed 
just to supplement and check on newspaper accounts,:,. Perhaps 
discontent in Virginia was barely’in the whispering stage.
Or., perhaps people did not care. In any case, nothing ap* 
peared in the papers on the subject from any source within 
•Virginia.
But the other colonies did reply,. The first thing the
new Virginia committee did was to send copies of their reso*
lutions to the speakers of several lower houses of the
colonial legislatures,- Most colonies formed their own com-#
mittees of correspondence and replied to the Virginia letter
within a few months. From May 27 on, many of these appear in 
SBthe Gazettes. The Ehode Island Assembly, still plagued by
the Gaspee inquiry, praised the "patriotick House of Barges*
34ses of Virginia" and unanimously set up its own committee.
^Kennedy, Journals, p. xii,
3 3
About a fourth of the incoming correspondence appeared in 
the Gazettes. See Kennedy, Journals, pp. 47*64.
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 27 May 1773, p. 2, col. 1;
Rind, Va. Gaz,, 3 June~T7737~p. 2, col. 2.
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The Massachusetts House of Representatives’ resolutions form-* 
lag its committee appeared in both Williamsburg papers in 
full* The northern body was "very grateful," reported the 
Gazettes, to its sister House-' "for the -Vigilance, ‘Firmness,
and- Wisdom,, which they have discovered at all Times in Support 
of the Eights and liberties of- the ‘American' Colonies, and do 
heartily concur-with them in their said judicious -and- spirited 
Resolves." Massachusetts also- thought the Gaspee Commission 
should be their first item to investigate, although that court
QK
had already dissolved for lach of evidence, ' Similar re­
solves -from other colonies came" -into Williamsburg. South
og
Carolina’s was printed in full, Some were never'mentioned. 
Through the summer of 1773 a few pieces of general polite- 
leal interest did find space in the Gazettes, but they were 
not submitted by Virginians. One writer would blame the 
colonists’' own "Follies and Vanities" for any decline of 
America. He deplored the fact that* to most people, outward 
show was more important than love of country or virtue. If 
they would not improve themselves, he warned, the colonists 
would become "willing and contented Subjects either to foreign
3*7
or native Despotism.," In the spring of 1773,. Purdie and 
Dixon published an interesting, but anonymous, proposal. It
3SPurdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 24 dune 1773, p. 3, col. 1; 
Rind, Va. Gaz., 1 July~T7737~p. 2, col. 3.
^®purdi© and Dixon, Va, Gaz., 2 Bep. 1773, p. 2, col. 1; 
Rind, Va. Gaz., 12 Aug“ 17TO7 p. 2, col. 2.
37Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 8 Apr. 1773, p. 2, col* 3,
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was called "A Flan to perpetuate the Union between Great 
Britain and America, to the latest Period of Time.51 Natural, 
charter*-and constitutional rights., it said, made Americans 
free men* But if they were ruled by Parliament, that freedom 
would he gone.. Therefore, the truth that the colonies were 
not subject to parliament, was "so .clear that it must hiuse 
upon every Mind*" Yet membership in the Empire was a blessing 
to all* As the solution, the' "Plan", suggested an American 
"House of Commons" on. a par with the British one, both, under' 
the same King. This, the author was sure, would benefit
30
everybody and safeguard American rights as well* 'This idea 
was very similar to the Galloway Plan of Union to foe proposed 
in the First Continental Congress a year and a half later,
It never received further note in the Virginia press. The 
author of the above "Plan," as well as a number of others, 
discussed the economic advantages to England of a happy con­
nection with America. One English writer enumerated them con-
39vinciogly and in detail.'' There seemed to be no dispute from 
either side of the Atlantic over the commercial benefits of 
un ion *
Virginians were silent on all these subjects* Perhaps, 
with their weekly newspaper in front of them, they were think­
ing and reappraising.
38Ibid., 39 Apr. 1773. p. 1, col. 1.
3%ind,, Va. Gaz., 12 Aug. 1773, p.. 2, col. 1.
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From English papers, both Virginia printer© copied item© 
on King and Parliament*. All articles on the King showed sen­
timents of loyalty. The Queen’s pregnancy and the King’s re­
view of the fleet were followed"closely. John Wilkes was 
still trying to get Into Parliament, hut the controversy of 
earlier years had declined.40 The sole essay that spoke of 
royal limitations was nevertheless loyal* It hold that kings 
in general should ho more humble and rule fey law, not 
tyranny,4*
It was a different matter with Parliament* Sentiments 
of Englishmen were not nearly so loyal to the Ministry as to 
the King above or the body of Parliament below.. The City of 
London remonstrated against the "despotleit and corrupt" min-
45|
Asters. Those who sympathised with America’s grievances
43blamed them entirely on the Horth government. One corre­
spondent wished "that Men who are governed fey Veins of' pub-
lick Good would start up to form an Opposition to the
44despotick Designs of our Ministers." As Thomas Hutchinson
^%ee Stella P. Duff, "The Case Against the King: the 
Virginia Gamettes Indict George III," William, and'Mary 
QuarferTy7"'Tr3rSeries, Vol. VI (1940) ppT~3B^-3W,Tor a 
discussion of the role of the Wilkes controversy in prepar­
ing. Virginian© to turn against the king. Her argument seems 
forced, especially when applied, to 17V3-4*.
41Bind, Va. Gaz., 21 Jan. 1773, p. 1, cols. 1-2.
42Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 6 May 1773, p. 2, col. 1.
See above, p.11.
44Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 11 Feb. 1773, p. 1, col. 1.
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tools all the newspaper abase in America, Lord North suffered 
it in England, Accordingly, the colonial press gave the min­
istry little chance of developing any reputation in the New 
World,
William Rind*a Gazette for larch 4, 1773, printed the 
speech of George III opening Parliament the previous autumn. 
Among other matters, the King was concerned with the poor 
state of "the credit and prosperity of the East India company. 
When therefore, " the King continued,: wI"received information 
of the difficulties in which that company appear to be in­
volved, 1 determined to give you -an early opportunity of in­
forming yourselves fully of the true state of affairs, and of 
making such provisions for the common, benefit and security of
all the various interests concerned as you shall find beat
4.5adapted- to the exigencies of the case.” Who would have 
thought at the time, on either aide of the Atlantic, that 
this would begin the series of events leading ultimately to 
American independence? However, Parliament got busy to find 
the mean© ntoest adapted to the exigencies of the case.T* -One 
of those means would be the lea Act.
During the spring of 1773, both Williamsburg sheets 
carried numerous references to the East India debates in 
Parliament, lost concerned the projected reorganisation of 
the company# One item, however, mentioned.that ”as the 
Quantity of Tea on Hand is immense, it is expected some
45Rind, Va, Gaz,, 4 Mar. 1773, p. 3, col, 1.
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Regulations will take PIace that will admit of its being sent
A&
to America, This first news arrived in Williamsburg in
May, and. as usual* months late. Elaboration came on. .the
first of July. The clipping was buried in a corner of Purdie
and .Bison’s journal. Lord North had proposed, hack in January,
that the Bast India Company be allowed to "export such Part of
the Tea at present in their''Warehouses as they should think
proper,, duty free. This would be, .greatly to the Advantage of
the Company,, as they bad at present above 17 Hi!lion. Pounds
by them. This, converting a Part of it into Money, would
greatly ease, them, and be attended with those good Cease*
quenees which are now so necessary to re-establish their
Affairs; that this Measure would be lessening the Revenue of
the Customs, yet he had proposed it merely with a View to give
■47the Company all possible Assistance," *
If fear of datied tea caused any apprehensions, they were 
dispelled by simultaneous intelligence by way of New York,
"The mischievous Tea Act, that has occasioned such Bickering 
with poor Old England, is now in a fairer Way than -ever of 
being repealed. Lord North lately declared*..that he expected 
the House of Commons would this Sessions recind it." In order 
that the colonists may help the company, by buying its tea, an 
American asserted, "it is now become the Interest of Govern*
4g
ment to surrender to us our Liberties inviolate,” A month
^%>urdi© and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 27 May 1773, p. 1, col. 3.
47Ibld., 1 July 1773, p. 2, col. 3.
48Ibid., p. 3, cols. 1*2,
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later came details of the East India Bill. The company would
be reorganised with greater governmental supervision. There
4 9
was no mention of. the disposal- of stored tea. ;
Then, on- September 2, 1773, Williamsburg received first 
news of the passage-of the tea proposal* "I take the first 
Opportunity,*’ a London correspondent innocently wrote, "of 
acquainting you that the East India Company have obtained 
leave, by Act of Parliament, to export their Teas from Eng* 
land Duty free; and in a short Time, perhaps a Month, a Cargo 
will be sent by them to Boston (subject to the Duty payable 
in America) to be sold in that Place on their Account, and 
they mean to keep America so well supplied that the Trade to
« »  « - « ; . «  t».
troublesome duty remained! But it was considered such an un­
important point that the news of it, only appeared parenthet­
ically. After all, the tea would be cheaper than ever * By 
the evidence in the Gazettes, nobody in England, inside or 
outside Parliament, realized 'how America would react. It was 
obvious that American tea merchants would suffer, but would 
not the people be in favor of cheaper tea— and gladly pay the 
duty? The ministry surely must have anticipated no difficul­
ties, for the purpose of the scheme was to get the East India 
Company hack on its feet financially, not to cause more trou­
ble with America. With little further ado, Parliament passed
49Ibid,, 12 Aug, 1773, p. 1, col. 1; 26 Aug, 1773, p. 2, 
col ."“T T ”
SGlbid., 2 Sept. 1773, p. 2, col. 1; Hind, Va. Gaz.,
2 Sep“ 1773, p. 2, col. 2. ~ ~
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the bill* and George III gave his royal assent* Reaction was 
slow in apirearlngtf but when it arrived, it was in fell force*
CHAPTER III
"THAT PERNICIOUS HERB”
October 1T73 - May 1774
1As was common throughout the colonies, the first hint 
of trouble over the Tea Act took almost two months to reach 
the Virginia public# .Late in October 1773* Purdie and. Dixon 
printed extracts of letters from. New York and London.# The 
ports of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia had been selected 
for tea shipment®’. Charleston was not mentioned until a week 
later# Both letters supposed that .Americans would not accept 
the tea., but only the New Yorker gave a reason# If Americans 
ever assented to the Tea Act, this would ”for ever after be 
pleaded as a Precedent for every Imposition the Parliament of 
Great Britain shall think proper to saddle--us with.”
This objection, iuconspicously placed in the Gazette, 
contained the important elements of the coming newspaper dis­
content . If unconstitutionally dutied tea were forced upon 
the colonies, it would not be long before the wicked Ministry 
would add more items, then mbre acts, until all of America 
was completely at the mercy of a Parliament in which she had 
no voice# There was little mention of the fact that the
^Schlesinger, Prelude, p. 168.
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 21 Oct. 1773, p. 2, col. 1.
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colonies bad bought butted tea. ever since the end' of the 
Townsbend controversy* Yet, as the agitators and .merchants 
Knew, cheap Bast India tea would drive out the smuggled and, 
of course, undutled Dutch product* Tea would also gain favor 
among the public over more expensive brews* And it would be 
readily available, imported in quantity by the East- India 
Company. Therefore the amount of duties America was. paying 
would rise sharply. If the merchants were to save their tea 
trade, and if the radicals were to save the principle of self- 
taxation they held to be basic, the East India tea must be 
stopped.
In ever increasing intensity, fiery words arose first 
from London and then from the great port cities of America.
At the start, Virginia Just observed, and she observed through 
her newspapers.
The North government tools some of the first abuse. "The
conduct of the ministry and their tools,” Clementina Rind
quoted from a London paper, "are replete with treachery and
infamy, and holds them up to public scorn, as men as destitute
3of talents as of honour." PETER PERRIWIG even admonished
the King for having "been long accustomed to looh only through
4
ministerial spectacles." There were threats that Parliament
"may probably" withdraw bounties on American products if
3Biad, Va. Gaz., 28 Oct. 1773, p. 1, col. 1.
4m d . , p. 1, cols. 1-2.
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opposition to- the ministry*s measure continued. "How are the
mighty fallen!" exclaimed the Bind Gazette.5 The East India
Company received its share of reproach. A London correspond*
ent blasted it for the "paltry Transaction" of exporting teas 
Qto America.
All these sentiments, calculated to arouse hostility to 
the ministry, originated in England and arrived in the col* 
oaies before American resistance hardly began. In opposition 
to the North ministry, it seems that England was ahead of her 
colonies,
Americans soon Joined in. One of the first was a series
of essays by HAMPDEN,- copied from the "Pennsylvania papers,"
If dutied tea is landed in America, "it is to be feared if
will find its Way 'amongst us." HAMPDEN obviously did not
trust American patriotism. If the tea were available, people
would buy it. Therefore the problem was to keep the tea from
being landed. The distortions of a propagandist would excite
emotions against it. "All the Images we can borrow, from
every Thing terrible in Nature, are too faint to describe the
Horrour of our Situation," The course to be taken was clear,
7"Let us, with ONE Heart and Hand oppose the landing of it." 
Echoes and re-echoes of HAMPDENfs sentiments and methods 
would appear in the weeks and months to come* A Philadelphia
^Ibid., 11 Nov. 1773, Supp., p. 1, col. 2.
^Purdie and Dixon, Va, Gaz., 11 Nov. 1773, Supp,, p. 2, 
col. 1.
7Ibid., 11 Nov. 1773, p. 1, col. 1.
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correspondent *s rantlngs exemplified many articles in both 
Williamsburg journals* The Tea Act was "a measure apparently 
pregnant with every mischief/1 "nothing* indeed, can be 
plainer than that this step is intended to introduce uncon­
stitutional parliamentary authority among us, the most eligi­
ble means to prevent which will be a steady adherence to the 
principles which happily and generally influenced us to ex­
plode the obnoxious stamp act of infamous memory, and 1 trust, 
have reason to believe, w© shall here, to a man, stand firm 
in the cause/1®
Starting in the middle of November, both Williamsburg 
sheets complemented propagandist articles with news of what 
the port cities were doing and thinking. The people were 
determined, almost every article mentioned, not to accept any 
dutied tea. In Philadelphia the tea commissioners, agents 
appointed by the East India Company to market the Imported
tea, resigned "and determined to have nothing to do with so
9pernicious a business" as handling dutied tea. ' Actually
10they resigned under pressure of the radicals. A meeting of 
the town praised their "prudent Conduct" and added that the 
"insidious .Purpose" of the tea scheme was "manifest and de­
testable, being nothing less than to establish the odious
XI
Precedent of raising a Revenue in America." From Boston
®Rind, Va. Gaz., 11 Nov. 1773, Supp., p. 2, col. 3.
9Xbid., 11 Nov. 1773, p. 2, col. 3.
*®Purdie and Dixon* Va. Gaz., 11 Nov. 1773, Supp., p. 2, 
col. 3. “  ~
**Ibid., p. 2, col. 2;
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came word that ship captains were refusing to bring the tea 
to America. In case tea did arrive, however, the Boston 
radicals bad organised,, early i» November, a meeting to stir 
up hatred and decide what steps would be taken.- The tea eon-** 
signees did not heed the demand to appear at the "Liberty 
Tree" and resign-their commissions,, thus irritating the five 
hundred people gathered there.- The radical leaders planned
ig
another meeting. From Philadelphia came intelligence that
handbills had summoned, "the Friends of LIBERTY and COMMERCE"
to oppose the tea measure. A mob burned a tea commissioner
13in effigy, chanting "No Tax on Tea." What one Bostonian 
wrote about his city went for all the northern ports:. "You 
may depend no tea, if it should arrive,, will be landed her©."^ 
Throughout the last quarter of 1773, conflicting reports 
arrived from. London. Virginians read that the tea shipments 
were on the way and that no tea would be sent. There were 
even reports that tea had already arrived in Boston before it 
actually did. People read that the 3d. tea tax was payable 
in America, and that it was payable in England, and even that 
the fax was repealed altogether. The only consistent news 
was that Boston, New York, and Philadelphia would accept no 
dutied tea. Charleston was as yet silent on the matter.
This uncertainty, coupled with northern opposition, made for
12Ibid., 25 Nov, 1773, p, 2, col. 1; 2 Dec. 1773, p. 1,
cols'. 1^2.
13Ibid., 2 Dec, 1773, p. 1, col. 2.
^Klnd, Va. Gaz., 25 Nov. 1773,. p. 3, col. 3.
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a suspense that was only heightened week by week-with each 
new issue of the Virginia Gazette.
A few people in the north received publicity by refusing 
to drink tea until the tax was removed* But the radical prop­
agandists thought of a surer way— to scare people away from 
the drink* Hot enough people worried about the coming of 
"slavery” by use of the tea, but they would worry if their 
health were endangered. The northern papers carried many 
articles on newly "discovered” ill effects of taking tea.- 
Both Williamsburg printers duly copied them.
Tea, exclaimed one propagandist, "will, breed' a kind of 
insect, somewhat resembling a flea." Bast India teas, of 
course,, were eaten through by these "insects” and were unsafe 
to drink* Jmier leans, he warned, should be very careful in
buying teas, especially teas from England. Then came his ob~
15jactive. ".But the surest way to be safe is to drink none.”
16Others advised against this "old rotten tea”' until it seemed
that the unhealthful .aspects of tea drinking were indisputable.
ITCopied, from the Pennsylvania. Journal,. ■ PH1L0~ALETHEXAS broad** 
cast his version of the history of tea drinking. "The Tyranny 
of Fashion spread it with amazing Rapidity, though the-general. 
State of Health has undergone a great Revolution by it; so 
that our Race is dwindled, and become puny, weak, and dis-
15Ibid., 16 Dec. 1773, p. 3, col. 3.
^®Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 2 Dec. 1773, p. 1, col. 2.
i7Schlesinger, Prelude, p. 171.
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ord ered , to  such  a D egree, th a t  were i t  to  p r e v a i l  a Century
more we sh o u ld  toe reduced to  meagre P ig m ie s ," If t h i s  were
not enough to swear h is  rea d ers  o f f  tea', he added a number o f
s p e c i f i c  d iso r d e r s  r e s u l t in g  from te a  d r in k in g , including
"mischievous E f f e c t s  on th e  nervous System" and "spasm odick
{co n v u lsiv e). A f f e c t io n s * 11' Then, to  s a t i s f y  th e  t a s t e  buds
o f  h i s  r e a d e r s , th e  author co n tin u ed , "But i f  w© m ust,
through Custom, have some warm Tea, once or tw ice  a Day, why
may we not exchange t h i s  s low  Poison# which not on ly  d e s tr o y s
our C o n s t itu t io n s , tout endangers our L ib e r ty , and d ra in s  our
Country o f  so  many Thousands Pounds a Y ear, fo r  Teas o f  our
own .American Plants$ many o f  which may toe found, p le a sa n t  to
th e  T a ste  and very  s a lu ta r y  accord in g  to  our v a r io u s  Coa*~
s t i t u t i o a s ,"  A d e s c r ip t io n  o f  se v e n te en  brews fo llo w e d .
F in a l ly ,  PHILG-ALETHEIAS c a l le d  upon "the Gentlemen and
L ad ies of th e  f i r s t  Bank" to  take th e  i n i t i a t i v e  and s e t  the
18example toy g iv in g  up t e a .  ' A lthough many Americans d is b e -
19l ie v e d  s t o r i e s  l ik e  t h i s ,  no one ev e r  p u b l ie a l ly  r e fu te d  
them through th e  colum ns o f  th e  Gazettes. Some p eo p le  would  
b e l ie v e  a n y th in g , and th e  r e p o r ts  were c o n v in c in g ly  w r it t e n .  
T h is type o f  propaganda no doubt had some e f f e c t ,  tout n ot 
enough. The r a d ic a ls  s t i l l  must keep  th e  te a  from toeing 
lan ded .
The propaganda barrage con tin u ed  w ith ou t le tu p , The
Purdie and D ixon , F a , Gass,, 13 dan, 1774# p . I ,  c o l s .
^  gy  M inWiWi. — Mi m in ■nintn4 *
19Arthur M eier Schleslnger* The C o lo n ia l M erchants and th e  
American Revolution 1763-1768 "CHew',l,Ybim^ 'imryTW 27T T-------
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author of HA Constitutional Catechism'1 exemplified frequent 
contributors to tooth Gazettes. Americans must accept no 
dutied tea. The Tea Act was "unconstitutional, cruel*, and 
unjust." Why? "Because it is forcing our Property- from us, 
without our Consent* by Virtue of Power alone; which is no 
less a Crime, in the Scale of Justice, than downright Rob* 
bery
The other reason for opposition* the financial lossj to
American merchants toy the -last India monopoly, received scant
attention in the newspapers. It was not neglected completely,
however. HAMPDEN in number four of his "THE ALARM" feared
"a permanent Monopoly" that would prove a great loss to COl-
21onial merchants. A New Englander, writing under the name
A MERCHANT, listed reasons for opposing the "dangerous tend*
ency of introducing dutied tea." it would drain the colonies
of political liberty and circulating currency. And of proto*
able direct interest to himself, he was afraid that "those
gentlemen that have dealt in that article will altogether toe
22deprived of the benefit arising from such business." Yet 
writers overlooked the monopoly issue to such an extent that 
it seemed to count for very little. As compared with the 
issue of taxation, it certainly was unimportant outside mer* 
cantil© circles. But merchants were often the radical lead*
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 30 Dee* 1773, p. 2, col. 2.
21Ibid., 25 Nov. 1773p p. 1, cols, 1-2.
22Riad, Va. Gaz., 25 Hov. 1773, p. 3, col. 2.
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era in the northern port el ties. It is probable that the
monopoly threat was an underlying Issue* more so than the
propagandists made use of. The loss of profits to a few in-
23dividual© was not the stuff that would rouse a nation.
***
This time* with intense propaganda and disturbing news 
filling the pages of the Cassettes* Virginians did not beep 
■quiet, The first comments to be published were, interesting­
ly and perhaps significantly, by Virginia Tories, In a let­
ter to Alexander Purdie in November 1773, LANDON HONB0BAS 
voiced sentiments neither printer had previously printed 
from any non-local source, r,I am very sorry to see,*' this 
correspondent wrote, "that some wrong headed and restless 
People at Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, seem to be en­
deavouring unseasonably to revive the Disputes which were so 
happy put to Sleep after the Mother Country had generously 
given up the Contest in the Matter of the Stamp Act He 
was glad to be able to buy tea so much cheaper than before* 
And, in a postscript, the writer wished the radicals would
^Arthur M, Schlesinger, in his Colonial Merchants, p.
202ft, writes that radical activities'" were all'1 directed by
mercantile interests for economic reasons. To him, the mon­
opoly issue was the only real issue. Others were Just for 
effect. It is probably true that merchants took a'leading 
role in opposition to the Tea Act, but Schlesinger*s doubt­
ful statement on p. 270 that the monopoly issue was the only 
one necessary to force the colonists to go as far as they 
did in opposition is not, and cannot be, proved. The colo­
nist© were aroused by the issue of taxation without repre­
sentation, not by the problem of the economic well-being of 
a small special interest - group* There is no reason to be­
lieve that they would not have gladly accepted the tea if 
the duty had been removed,
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listen to their own advice and allow the tea consignees the 
same freedom to dispose of their property, the incoming tea,
04
as the radicals reserved for themselves."" Purdie printed a 
reply, signed by THOUSANDS, a month later* After tearing 
apart 1ANDON HONDURAS * s argument , he concluded* r’For my own 
Part, X do most heartily congratulate my Countrymen on the 
firm and virtuous Opposition mad©-in Boston, New York, and 
Philadelphia, against the Admission of this Ministerial Tea; 
and I have no Manner of Doubt but that the generous Love of 
Liberty, which has hitherto distinguished the Virginians, 
will unit© them in the same wise and well Judged Opposition.
I am not mistaken, Mr. Purdie, when I say these are the 
Sentiments of THOUSANDS,"25
Another Tory writer was CORPORAL TRIM, a resident of 
.Suffolk, Virginia. Appearing in the nest Issue of Purdie*® 
Garnette after the HONDURAS piece,- this article also expressed 
pleasure at the prospect of cheaper tea. Moreover,-Pariia** 
meat must be supreme over provincial assemblies as it has the 
duty to regulate and protect’the Empire. The-House of Bur** 
gess.es did not. have that power or responsibility, even it if 
had pretensions. "If I can but once mary a rich Bride,** theA
correspondent concluded with a Jab, ’’and get into the House 
of Burgesses, 1 shall think it a very fine Thing to be 
[calledJ a Member of ParliamentMeanwhile, CORPORAL TRIM
^Purdie and Dixon, Fa. Gag., 25 Nov. 1773, p. 2, col. 2.
2^Ibid., 23 Dec. 1773, p. 1,-col. 1. For the continuation 
of thi "dispute between LANBON HONDURAS and THOUSANDS, see 
below, p. 56 ,
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accepted Virginia's dependence on the supreme British Parlia-
«. 28ment ,
Until events in the North, especially in Boston, sub­
stantially changed the situation, these were the only comments 
on the Tea Act troubles by Virginians* And they disapproved 
of what they read in the Virginia Gazettes.
sMtjfs
Mews was coming in from the North. Pacts were replacing 
the old confusions and contradictory reports* The tea was 
actually on its way. Ship captains, fresh from London, began 
telling suspenseful Boston, Hew York, and Philadelphia that 
the tea vessels had left before them. Throughout December 
Virginia Gazette subscribers, read excerpts of letters 
from the North. The tea ships were hourly expected. The 
people were firm. They would stop by any means the landing 
of any tea that arrived. Newspaper readers were left on the 
edge of their seats, From Boston, for example, came word 
that ’four or five committees come in every day to consult 
with the leading men of the town, and consent the necessary 
measures. There were 13 or 1400 names some days ago to a 
paper in this town, obliging themselves to destroy the tea, 
or be destroyed in the attempt, in case it should come on 
shore. The whole town and neighborhood are arming them­
selves, " If the tea consignees did not send the tea back to
2®Ibid., 2 Dec, 1773, p. 1, col. 1, This was reprinted in 
the Massachusetts Gazette and Boston News-Letter on 13 Jan.
1774’asT ,fra Piece"'6Fluwir?r' ‘ Bee"1 BchlesingeF^'TarPr elude,
p. 180. -
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London Immediately upon its arrival# they must look to the
safety of their own lives/1 Meanwhile, New fork radicals
were, also "menacing- Destruction" .to anyone who might attempt
to market the expected leaf. The appointed commissioners
immediately resigned,/ There was a -"groat noise" over the
Tea Act in Charleston. "It will he prevented landing .without
2Bdoubt," a South Carolinian wrote, A Philadelphia correspond
dent hoped that when the tea -arrived that "every Citizen will
30prove himself worthy of .Liberty
England was disturbed. Reports circulated in London that
"the American. Colonies are expected soon to enter into a gen**
eral Association not to import any -Tea from England" until
31the duty was removed. In the light of this possibility,
some Londoners asked-, "who can be sure, after all the attend**
lag Expense and Trouble, that the Americans will buy it at 
32all?" The reports were disturbing, and as it turned out, 
they were true.
Then, with Purdie -and Dixon’s issue of December 23, IT?3, 
came definite word, A month before, the "much detested" tea
2%tad, Va. Gaz., 30 Dee, 1773, p, 3, col. 1.
23Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz,, 2 Dec, 1773, p, 1, col, 2;
23 Dec.- 1773, Supp,, p.'2, col., 2,
33Rind, Va* Gaz,, 30 Dec, 1773, p. 2, col. 3.
^0Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 2 Dec. 1773, Supp., p. 2, 
col. 2. *"■“
3*Ibid*, 23 Dec, 1773, Supp.# p. 2, col. 1.
32Ifrid., 2 Dec. 1773, Supp., p. 1, col. 2,
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had arrived in Boston on board the ship Bart mouth after an 
eight*weeh voyage from London. 'The ’’very great Ferment” 
over that "pernicious Article” was mow reaching its height*
A notice,. calling for .a public meeting, was posted throughout 
the Town* nThaf'worst of Plagues,” it said,’ ’’the detested 
Tea,- shipped for this Port by the last India Company, is now 
-arrived in. this Harbour, The Hour of Destruction, or manly 
Opposition to’the Machinations of Tyranny, stares you in the 
Pace.” Two more tea ships arrived soon after, Kind’s 
journal carried a letter of one Bostonian on the arrival of 
the dutied tea, ’’What will be done with it I cannot say; 
but I tremble for the consequences, should the consignees 
not consent to reship it, I am persuaded, 'from the present 
disposition of the people,- that no alternative will do. The 
bells are now ringing for a general muster."34
A long news item in Pur die and Dixon’s paper told what 
happened next. On November 29,. a town meeting was moved 
from Faneuil Hall to Old South Church to- accommodate the huge 
crowd. The master and the owner of the Bartmoufh were told 
that attempts to land tea would be at their peril. An organ* 
ixed watch guarded the vessels to mafee sure no tea was re* 
moved. The tea consignees, including two sons and a nephew 
of Governor Hutchinson, remained in the safety of Castle 
William. They declared -that it. was ’’utterly out of our
33 . . .
Ibid,, 23 Dec, 1773, p, 2, col, 2,
34Bin<l, Va. Gaz., 30 Dec. 1773, p. 3, col. 1.
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Power” to reship the tea without farther word from London. 
They would store the tea until they received further orders, 
but the radical meeting would not hear of it. Then Governor 
Hutchinson took action* From his home in Milton, he sent a 
message by the .sheriff to the assembled crowd for if **forth­
with to disperse...at your utmost Peril**’ The mob answered 
their governor*s warning with ”a loud and very general Hiss," 
A resolution, backed and pushed by Samuel Adams and John Han­
cock passed without dissent* Bostonians- would prevent the 
landing of dutied tea even at the ’’risk of their Lives and 
Properties *
To intimidate the consignees and anybody who might help 
them, propagandists used the Boston press* Pordi© and Dixon 
copied on© broadside that described any attempt to land tea 
as betraying ”an inhuman Thirst for Blood, and will also in 
a great Measure accelerate Confusion and civil War**’ Writing 
as THE PEOPLE, this propagandist assured ’’such publick En­
emies of this Country that they will be considered and treat­
ed as Wretches unworthy to live, and will, be made the first
30Vie tins of our just Resentment*” ■'
On January 0, 1774, news .of the climax reached Williams­
burg, A hastily written notice, sent by an express rider who 
was ’’departing immediately” from Boston, informed the other 
colonies of an ’’interesting Event*” On December 10, the
35
Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 30 Dec. 1773, p. 2, col. 1,
36Ibid., 6 Jan, 1774, p. 2, cols. 1-2.
notice said, "every Ounce of the Teas on board the. . three
37tea ships]#..was immersed in the Bay." ' Foil details came, 
by way of Philadelphia the next week. A large public meet-* 
lug, organised and headed by Sam Mams and John Hancock, 
had ordered the owner of the Dartmouth, Mr# Botch, to go- at 
his peril and try to get a pass from Governor Hutchinson to 
clear his ship for London# Botch did not return from Milton 
until after dark. The .governor had refused to allow the 
Dartmouth to sail until the tea duty was paid or the tea 
confiseated* The impatient meeting waited no longerf "The 
People, as with one Voice, called immediately for a Dissolu­
tion, which having obtained, they repaired to Griffinfe 
Wharf, where the Tea Vessels lay, proceeded to fix Tackles,
and hoisted the Tea upon Deck, cut the Chests to Pieces, and
\
threw the Tea over the Side. There were two Ships and a
Brig., .each vessel having 114 Chests of Tea on Board." The
mob destroyed no other property. The warships in the harbor
did not interfere. The mob "detected one Man filling his
Pockets, Whom they treated very roughly, by .tearing his
Coat off his Back, and driving him. up the Wharf, through
Thousands of People, who cussed and kicked him as he 
38passed #"
The propaganda of the radical Bostonians had worked.
The mob had defied the governor, caused the 'tea consignees
^Ibid., p. 3, col. 2.
38Ibid., 13 Jan. 1774, p. 1, col. 3, p. 2, col. 1.
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to cower in the Castle, and had. preheated the payment of
duties on the tea* In. the process, however, the mob had done
what few would have condoned previously— it had destroyed
304* 10*000 of private property*'
wee
After Virginia received the details of the Boston Tea
Party# the amount of intelligence on the subject coming from
the Horth dropped somewhat* Purdie blamed "the present
40
Dearth of News” on the severe weather that winter* " perhaps
also the action in Boston had caused some of the hot-tempered
propagandists to sit bach and re-evaluate the outcome of 
41their words*.."'' Others may have stopped writing as it seemed
that the Boston violence had solved the problem and that no
42further attempts to. introduce dutied tea would be made*
But news and propaganda had by no means ceased* The tea 
crisis was still the prime topic in both Williamsburg journ­
als* Nor was there much change in the character of what was 
printed* Only the amount had decreased.
People were giving up tea* Some Massachusetts towns
43even burned it in bonfires * ' Marblehead voted never to land
^%chlesiage.r, Colonial Merchants# p* .280*
^°F urdie and D ixon, Va* Ge e *, 20 dan* 1774, p* 2 ,  c o l ,  3*
^Arthur M* Sehlesinger calls this a period of "stunned 
silence"* See his Colonial Merchants, p* 182*
42"Alexander Pixrdie was of this opinion* Pur die and Dixon, 
Va* Gass*, 10 Feb. 1774, p, 3, col./ 1, See below, p. 57-8.
43Ibid., 13 Jan. 1774, p. 2, col, 1.
44dutied tea.* " The "Sons of Liberty of Hew York" resolved un­
animously that anyone helping to introduce dutied tea would
4 5
he branded Han Enemy to the Liberties of America," Poor 
Thomas Hutchinson was still the favorite whipping-boy *
Purdie copied' one writer' in the Boston Gazette as saying■that 
the tea there had to be destroyed as there was no other way 
to get rid of it. Therefore, this writer reasoned, damages-
for the tea * s destruction must be born by the governor who
• ^ 48had opposed the peaceful return of the chests to England*'
More tea was arriving* From Charleston came word that a
month, and a half earlier a tea ship had arrived there. A
meeting of the city had declared that no tea would be landed.
This was a scheme, Charleston was sure, "intended to pave ‘the
Way for introducing large Factories for other Goods at all
the principle Ports, and then to bring in an Honourable'
47Board of Excise," Toward the end of January, Williamsburg 
readers discovered that the Charleston tea had actually been
landed* The consignees had resigned under pressure and the
duty was not paid, so the Collector of the Customs had seized 
the chests and put them in a warehouse* When the news 
reached Hew York, a correspondent there became worried about 
the landing of tea, and blamed it on reports that internal
^Ibid*, p. 2, col-. 2.
45Ibid.> p. 3, col. 1.
46lbi<t., 20 Jan. 1773, p. 2, col. 3.
47Ibid., 13 Jan. 1774, p. 2, col. 2.
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48diesention had resulted in neglect of public duty,
A tea shipment had 'also arrived la Philadelphia, A pub*
lie meeting , reportedly attended by eight thousand people,.
pressured the captain of the tea ship immediately to return
to Loudon, There was no further incident in that city, hut a
few days later, when the news of the Boston Tea Party arrived
40there, the cityfs hells were rung in gladness.
Then Boston held its second tea party. When the custom**
house officials refused to let a newly arrived tea ship r@»
turn without unloading, the mob "entered the Vessel, took out
the Tea, and emptied every Chest over Board, and effectually
destroyed the whole; after which," boasted the correspondent,
50’they peacefully retired, without doing any farther Damage,"
Meanwhile, New York propagandists got their mob ready for
the expected tea shipment,. The "enslaving Scheme" of the
last India Company, cried one New York fire*-eater, "the very
Children of America can see through, because Self-evidently
destructive of the Happiness and growing prosperity of this
Country, And when such false Designs become obvious to the
Understanding of all, they must and ever will be opposed by
51all, a few venal Parasites excepted." The tea arrived in 
April and the news reached Williamsburg a month later. The
48Ibid., 27 Jan. 1774, p. 2, col. 3.
49Ibid., 20 Jan. 1774, p. 2, col. 3.
50Ibid., 7 Apr. 1774, p. 2, col. 2; Rind, Va. Gaz., 7 Apr.
1774, p. 2, col. 1.
51purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz,, 7 Apr. 1774, p. 2, col, 2.
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tea ship had immediately sailed back across the Atlantic with**
out landing anything* A small private shipment of tea in
another ship* however* saved the mob from disappointment *
"The Mohawks were prepared to do their Duty at a proper Hour,”
a correspondent wrote, but the .people proved too impatient,
and the largest crowd that city had yet seen followed Boston’s
52example and dumped the tea into the harbor*'
How did all this strike Virginians? Before the Boston 
violence, those who expressed themselves showed disapproval 
of the Northern malcontents* What about now?
The feud between LANDON HONDURAS and THOUSANDS still con­
tinued* The Tory LANDON HONDURAS'feared his disputant may 
"mislead others, more especially of the lower Class, with 
whom it may be sufficient to make Use of the Term Liberty to 
make them believe a mere Question of Trad© or Expediency has 
any Thing to- do therewith*" One section of his letter, ap­
pearing in Purdie and Dixon’s sheet late in January, expressed 
wonder that THOUSANDS did not see the advantages of cheaper 
tea. An even longer section berated the radicals for wanting 
"liberty" only for themselves. "Is there no Danger to 
Liberty," he asked, "when every Merchant is liable to have his 
House, Property, and even Life, invaded or threatened by a 
Mob, who may be assembled at any Time, at the Call of unknown 
Leaders? Are their Leaders sure they can always train them
^%bid., 5 May 1774, p. 2, col. 2. This was the first 
mentioh that any tea.'had been destroyed by "Indians*"
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only to fly at such as they may be directed, to, In the Name 
of Liberty (I am sure not of Law or Order)?” LANDON HON­
DURAS saw the situation clearly— except for the most important 
part, the causes of discontent. He could not see why anyone 
would oppose cheaper tea.
THOUSANDS answered' with the response given by all the 
propagandists, "It is a Fact perfectly understood, both in 
'Britain and America, that the Tax on: Tea,,.was laid.,,with a 
declared Intention, to establish a Precedent for the farther 
unlimited Extension of Trxes in America by the British 
Parliament.which no honest and well informed Man can deny," 
This charge was not supported by any of the news from. Parlia­
ment to be found in either Gazette, but that made no difference 
to THOUSANDS, He dismissed his opponent's arguments with a 
propagandist's trick. The pitiable Tory's brain must be
"already deeply injured by the Nerve-destroying Liquor he
54means to defend." "
A VIRGINIAN feared that violence by "our Northward 
Brethren" may "end in the Annihilation of our American Legis­
latures, and introduce a military Government." Purdie and 
Dixon did not print the whole.piece, as, in their words, the 
"Fears of his, we hope, is groundless.... for the East India 
Company have had too bad Luck with their first Adventure ever 
to think of sending another, and the Ministry, from past
83Ibid., 20 Jan, 1774, p. 1, col. 1-2.
54Ibid., 3 Mar. 1774, p. 1, col, 1.
mWzp&r±®me@i are too wise to attempt any Tiling against America
which may affect its commercial Intercourse with the Parent
State, whose prosperity so- much depends upon that Cement of 
55
Mat i ons. "
Purdie and Dixon*s own position came out also in a few
other places during the winter and spring of 1774. in an
introduction to a report from the North, they supported their
"good Brethren of Philadelphia" for opposing, the tea-ship*
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meats. Clementina Rind made similar comments. On January
20, she apologised for not printing that weals anything
"relative to-the detested TEA, there arriving no mail from
57northward last weefe*"' Except for the Whig writing as 
THOUSANDS, the only Virginians to register support in their 
papers for the radical'proceedings to the north were the 
printers themselves.* The Old Dominion was not nearly as 
radical as her northern sisters,
♦**
last India tea was the M g  demon, it overshadowed 
everything else. Yet there were other issues, although minor 
in comparison-, which also tended to raise hostility against 
the mother country.
One of these was a-continuation of-the Hutchinson letters 
scandal. Opposition to the Tea Act had lessened the amount
          . .  ~        .1    ,        ...
55Ibid., 10 Feb. 1774, p. 3, col. 1.
56|bld.j 20 Jan. 1774, p; 2, col. 3.
57Kindi Va. Gaz., 20 Jan. 1774, p. 3, col. 3.
of news of this affair in .the newspapers, hut that much* 
maligned governor was not forgotten*: ' JUNIUS AMERICAN US would 
not have heen surprised if ’upon the Detestion. of these. Let** 
ters, which are sufficient to confirm the most, wavering, and 
inflame the most lukewarm, the great Indignation of the 
People had put the Authors of 1 them to- instant DEATH. * * It 
Is a wonder that,' with words printed such as these, ‘America’s 
press staved as free from controls as it did*
There were false and conflicting reports* Purdie and 
Dixon printed a piece of news in October 1773 to the effect
m
that the letters were originally written to George Grenville.
Rind corrected this .assertion a few weeks later and stated
that the letters were written to Thomas Whateley,^ a member
of the Grenville and North ministries* Another correspondent
wrote that Mit was currently reported" in New fork that a
Boston mob had revolted, "surprised Governoor Hutchinson in
his led, and obliged him to sign, an Instrument, whereby he
abdicated the Command of the Province, after which they con**
fined him in his House, under a strong Guard,." The mob, the
report continued, then chose a "Council of ten Persons"' to
iiadminister the colony. " This report, of course, was com* 
pletely false, and., nothing further was ever heard about it.
^Purdie and Dixon, Va.- Gaz., 21 Oct* 1773, p. 1, col* 1. 
59Ibid., p. 1, col. 2,
®°Blnd, Va. Gaz,, 11 Nov. 1773, p. 2, col. 1.
®1Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 4 Nov. 1773, p. 2, col. 1.
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Soon cam© nows of tie British governmentr s reaction to 
this scandal* "After reading the tetter® .which have made 
muoh a mighty Bustle," said one correspondent, "the great 
Persons ahout the Court.*.were of the Opinion that they were 
not of sufficient Foundation for the Resolves" of the Mass a*** 
ehusetts House of Representatives demanding the removal of
go
Hutchinson and-Oliver from' office. The King, another re-
port said#- "declared his intention of supporting the supreme
authority and Right of the British Parliament,to make - Laws
Lindi-ag on the Colonies,*" He was very displeased that the
Massachusetts petition contained "Principles repugnant to 
03this Eight*" The Williamsburg printers published some-in*, 
dications that Hutchinson would be dismissed, hut most re­
ports from tendon on the matter said that the governor would 
remain. Then, on March 31, 1774# Purdie and Bison published 
a speech the Massachusetts governor gave to the General Court 
a month before* Hutchinson told, that body that he- had been
04
ordered to England* This news immediately brought rumors >
of the identity of his successor* One report said it would
"positively" be Thomas Pownall.' Another said that "a Re-
00port currently provails" that it would be General Murray*
62Ibid., 25 Nov. 1773, p. 1, col. 3.
Ibid.
64Ibid., 31 Mar. 1774, p. 2, col. 2.
65Ibid., p. 2, col. 3.
GSibid., 7 Apr. 1774, p. 2, col. 2,
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Two more months would pass before correct information of 
Hutchinson's .replacement arrived in Williamsburg.
Meanwhile the source that sent the letters to. America re**
67
vealed itself. It was. Benjamin Franklin. ' Be had wished 
that the letters would not he published, but the Boston hot­
heads had done it anyway. Franklin was immediately relieved
68of hi® office of Deputy Postmaster General. " And when he 
took the petition of the Massachusetts Bouse of .Bepreseata** 
tives to the Privy Council to argue for the removal of 
Governor Hutchinson, the Council harangued him and verbally
60abused him. Franklin,, the reports said, took it very well. 
This episode did not gain the British government any friends 
in America.
A few political essays, not on the tea or Hutchinson af** 
fair®, but calculated to arouse American emotions, also found 
their way into the Cassettes. Purdie and Dixon copied one 
such, printed over the name HAMPDSB, from the Pennsylvania 
newspapers. A© the British Parliament had no power over the 
colonies, it went, the Virginia House of Burgesses should 
change its name to "the PARLIAMENT of VIRGINIA." The 
Virginia House had "no Superiour but the King, or his Repre­
sentative who resides amongst you,;" , And even the King, was 
warned, that should he "ever invade your Rights, he ceases,
67Ibid., 31 Ear. 1774, p. 2, col. 3.
68Ibid., p. 3, col. 1.
®®Ibld., 5 May 1774, p. 1, col. 2; 12 May 1774, p. 3,
col.~2T~
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according to the 'Principles of the British Constitution, to
70he King of the Dominion of Virginia.” ' This piece of prop** 
aganda cleverly' tried to undermine ■ loyalty to King and 
parliament; by inflating the status of the Virginia lower 
house.
71Samuel Adams, writing as OBSERVATION,- ' proposed a plan 
for American unity against any future'British designs. "A 
Congress of American States jjshoulcf} he assembled as soon as 
possible,” This congress could "draw up a BILL OF RIGHTS,” 
send an "Ambassadorn to the British court,-and through it the
colonies could'act together whenever'needed. By collective
■ ■ • 72action American freedom could heat he safeguarded.
AMBR1CAHBS offered a similar idea in an essay Rind clipped
73
from a New York paper *'
Virginia newspapers were bombarding their readers with 
articles designed to draw American loyalty away from. England. 
At first, the propagandists had little success among 
Virginians. Then Parliament forced the issue.
70Ibid., 11 Nov. 1773, p. 1, cols. 1-2; Rind, Va. Gaz.,
11 NovT'1773, p. 1, col. 1. ' —  "—
71Sehlesinger, Prelude, p. 156.
72Purdie and Dixon, Va, Gaz.,' 11 Nov.' 1773, p. 1, col, 2. 
73Eind, Va. Gaz., 10 Mar. 1774, p. 2, col. 3,
CHAPTER IV
"THE WEIGHT OF MINISTERIAL VENGEANCE"
May - August 1774
The noisome and often violent proceedings in the northern 
port cities were sure to- cause a major stir in Great .Britain.. 
People had taken the law into their own hands to an extent 
that easily rivaled the troublesome Stamp Act days a decade 
before* Until now,. England had always backed down in the 
face of colonial demands. Would she again? At best, it 
would be a four-month wait for news to travel from America to 
England and a response return. A nine-week voyage was com­
mon and the New World was used to waiting. But this was a 
crisis. And time and distance would not permit calm discus­
sion of differencea* This, difficulty had allowed hotter 
tempers to prevail* Violence and intimidation had ensued.
The mob had acted, and now the news was plodding its way 
toward the mother country. Americans could only waif— and 
watch their newspapers.
The first hint, of the-English government*s reaction came 
in March 1774. News of the Tea Party not yet had time to 
make its round trip over the waters, yet the first stages of 
colonial opposition back in the autumn of 1773 had caused 
such a flurry in London that "something of Consequence" con-
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mcorning America was sure to be brought up in Parliament at
its next sitting* Humors of troop movements to Boston sue
1secret dispatches filled the air. ' Private correspondents in
England were praising the firmness of Americans* and on© pre-
2
dieted that Parliament would now remove the tea duty* But
these were Just private opinions..
Then* on April 14, 1774, the first reverberations of the
Boston lea Party arrived in Williamsburg. One Englishman
feared “that unless some very effectual Measures are taken
with the Rabble at Boston,, their Insolence may be expected to 
3increase*n ' Parliament was in session.. Bid the Ministry 
think the same? One could not tell immediately as Parliament 
was discussing other matters* Purdie and Dixon printed the 
various subjects under discussion, but tea and America were
4
not among them* Then, in May, substantial reports cam© to
the Virginia public that the King had ordered new regiments
to America* This was an ominous note* MThe Bostonians are
5
to be chastised*" on© report said, "and are to drink Tea*"'
Vet Parliament had not yet com© to any decision on what to do
0about the American violence.' There was no word on what
ipurdie and Bison, Va. Gag., 31 liar. 1774, p. 2, col. 3. 
2Ibid., 7 Apr. 1774, p. 2, col. 3.
3Ibid., 14 Apr. 1774, p. 2, col. 2.
4lbid., 28 Apr, 1774, p. 2, col. 1.
5lbid., 5 May 1774, p. 1, col. 1.
®Ibid., p. 1
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might he intended. Americans could only wait*
the first rumors of what was intended came to Williams-
burg in the middle of May* three’and half months from 'London.
"From the general Spirit of all Ranks of People, the Conduct'
and Imprudence of the Bostonians is much censured,11 said one
report, "and coercive Measures are intended." Trade may be
stopped and the Massachusetts charter revoked. "1 am sorry
to add/’ the correspondent concluded, ’’that in these coercive
1Measures not only the Court but the Country Party joins.H"
Mot all the reports were so discouraging* "There are many 
here who-applaud your Resolution,Tf on©■ correspondent wrote to 
Philadelphia, "though, if the Tea from Boston had been sent 
back as yours was, you would’have had more Advocates here, 
notwithstanding all the Threats of the Ministry, it is prob­
able the Whole will vanish in Smoke, for it does not seem
8probable they will risk any very violent Measures."' Purdie 
.and Bixoa printed, excerpts and sketches of Parliament * & de­
bates on Boston, but these were no more enlightening than 
the contradictory private correspondence. Some M,P.*s were 
for punishing 'Boston; others were not.
Meanwhile,. America did not receive the baching among 
English correspondents that she had before. "However widely 
the Mother Country has hitherto differed in Sentiments from 
her blessed Babes at Boston," observed one, "she has not
I^bid.*,, 12 May 1774, P. 3, col. 2. 
81 bid..,
mproceeded in a single Instance to enforce ter Opinion with
*^0 strong' Aria of Authority* The Bostonians hare not pre~
served the same Moderation, by any Means; from Words they
9hay© proceeded to Blows**’ Another also stood up for law and
order. ’’The -Question is not whether Great Britain is to tarn
America*, tout whether or not the tear leans are to toe punished
for wantonly destroying the Property of the Merchants of
10Great Britain*"'"' This, indeed,, was the question before the 
House *
Reports from Parliament stewed more and more that Boston
was going to hm e  to pay for its rash action. In their May
19 issue, Purdie and Bison printed what happened, A proposal
to close the port of Boston was presented* read three times*
11and passed toy Parliament ’’without hardly dividing',” ' On
12March 31, the Sing had given his royal assent. ' The text of 
the Boston Port Bill .appeared In. the next weeVs Gasset te. Be­
cause of "dangerous Commotions and Insure©tions,..toy divers 
ill affected Persons, to the Subversion of his Majesty’s 
Government, and the utter Destruction of the putolich Peace 
and good Order,” and because "certain valuable Cargoes of 
Teas,,.were seised and destroyed,...Commerce...cannot safely 
toe carried on." Therefore from the first of June, 1774, the
SIbid., 19 May 1774, p. 1, col, 3.
10Ibid., p. 3, col* 3.
, p. Z, col. 1, p. 3, col. 1.
12Ibid.
mport of Boston would foe closed to trade until "Peace and
13Obedience to the laws" were restored*
Bached by Parliament, British writers mercilessly' up­
braided the Americans. Boston had destroyed "a valuable 
property* when all they had to do was to keep firm, in their 
Resolution not to- buy or drink any of it." Of course,-, as the 
radical leaders knew fully well, that was easier said than 
done* The tea had to go. And now, they were told, they 
would have to "pay for their outrageous Pastime," and if
civil and military authorities could not restore law and
14order, the only body left to do it was Parliament* ' "The 
Colonies are in open Revolt," said one Englishman. The Mass­
achusetts charter must foe revoked, said another* "It is the 
Spring and Source of all their Indolence and unjustifiable 
Acts." A third was sure this was the worst crisis since the
1R
overthrow of the Stuarts almost a century before, America
did have friends in Britain, hut they were out-voted and out­
voiced , law and order must prevail, and force and coercion 
would bring America to her knees- if not to her senses. But, 
instead of solving the crisis, this only deepened it*
England did not understand, America.,
The news of the Boston Port Bill reached Virginia while
13Ibld,, 20 May 1774, p. 1, col, 1.
14Ibid., p. 1, col. 3, p, 2, col, 1,
15Ibid., p. 2, col, 1.
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the General Assembly was in session. It was meeting at last
16aft02* being prorogued many times by Governor Dunmore, who*
if he had known that such inflammatory news would arrive,
would surely have prorogued it further. For. the governor, was
not the 'least In sympathy with the aggressive-liberals in the
House, Betting up the Committee of Correspondence over the
Gaspec affair was' had enough; .what would they do now?
'The Assembly opened cordially 'and tranquilly enough on 
17the fifth of May * The Burgesses had been quietly engaged
in routine business for two weeks, when news of Parliament’s
action arrived in the city* The Gazettes must have been read
and re-read, Some of the more radical members of the House,
among them Patrick Henry, Thomas ’Jefferson, and' Bichard Henry
ISBee, immediately went into caucus on the crisis, Bee
wanted immediate action, but the others thought best to wait
until the necessary business before the House had been 
19cleared,' Then they could better face the governor’s wrath. 
Something had to be done to support Boston and also to raise 
Virginia from the lethargy they felt her to- be So ffmm
cooked up a resolution," Jefferson related, designed' Mto
1^Kennedy, Journals, pp. 69-71,
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gass-,, 5 lay 1774, p. 0, col, 0;
10 May 1774, p, 4, col. 0,
is* Robert Bouthat Meade, Patrick Henry; Patriot in the 
Making (Philadelphia and BeiT"fork, [1957J
^%chlesinger', Colonial Merchants, pp. 360-3,
po
^Kennedy, Journals* p* xv.
09
inspire us with firmness in support of our rights, mud to
turn the hearts of the King & Parliament to moderation and 
21
justice.**
On May 24, after much of the routine business had been
completed, Treasurer Robert Carter Nicholas introduced the
22prepared resolution. It passed without opposition." Both 
Williamsburg newspapers printed the full text without com­
ment . "The hostile Invasion of the City of Boston...by an 
armed Force,” it said, ’’threatens Destruction to our civil 
Bights, and the Evils of civil War.” "Divine Interposition” 
was needed “to give us one Heart,- and one Mind, firmly to 
oppose, by all just and proper Means, every Injury to 
American Bights.” The hope- was "that the Minds of his 
Majesty, and his Parliament, may be inspired from above with 
Wisdom, Moderation, and Justice* to remove from the loyal 
People of America all Cause of Danger from a continued Pur* 
suit of Measures pregnant with their Ruin.” Therefore, on 
the day the Boston Port Bill was to take effect, June I, the 
Members of the Burgesses would assemble at Bruton Parish
^■Quoted in Meade, Henry, p. 304.
^Kennedy, Journals, p. xv. The .previous week’s issue of 
Ptirdie and Dixon1's Caze11e (10 May 1774, p. 4, col. 1) con* 
talced a letter from a person in England to his friend in 
Williamsburg that stated that Hif the Virginia Assembly doe© 
but stir in the Business, I have no Doubt there will be a 
perfect Union among all the Colonies, which is...absolutely 
necessary...a© the Attack is intended against the Whole.” 
This piece may have strengthened the determination of the 
radical caucus in particular and the House of Burgesses in 
general.
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Church to pray for Divine help and hear "a Sermon suitable to
23
the occasion,1' " For the circumstances, this was a perfect 
resolution. It was forceful and firm, yet humble and not 
treasonable. It was excellent propaganda. It skillfully 
placed God on'the side of Boston. It would dispel-the notion 
of many conservatives that all Whigs were hot-heads and 
rabble-rousers. ■And prayers could not antagonise Governor 
Bunmore.
But the resolution did antagonize the governor. Two days
later, on May 20, Lord Bunmor© summoned the- members of the
Bouse of Burgesses from their deliberations and dissolved it
on the spot. Its resolutions, he said, were "conceived in
such Terms as reflect highly upon his Majesty and the Farlia-
24meat of Great Britain."' Even prayers for the rebellious 
Bostonians were too much for the royal governor.
Dissolution, instead of weakening and. dispersing the 
Burgesses, united the members even more strongly in their con­
viction, The former House met the next day in 'the Apollo 
Boom of the Baleigh Tavern .and proceeded to draw up a more 
radical resolution. Both Williamsburg printers held up their 
presses for a day to include this new measure in that week’s 
Gazettes. In Introducing the text, Purdie made his own posi­
tion clear. Be praised "that patriotlck Assembly,” the 
former Burgesses, for their "Support of the constitutional
^3Purd1© and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 26 May 1774, p. 2, col. 3j 
Bind, Va. Gaz., 26 May~T7'717~p. 2, col. 3, p. 3, col. 1.
^Purdie and Dixon, Va, Gaz., 26 May 1774, p. 2, col. 3.
Liberties of AMERICA,, against the late oppressive Act of the 
British Parliament respecting' the Town of Boston, which, in
si
the End, must affect all the other Colonies,"
The resolution was strongly worded, "A determined System 
is formed, and pressed," it said, "for reducing the Inhabi­
tants of British America to Slavery." Forcing dutied tea. on 
America,, and punishing Boston for not accepting it was "a 
most dangerous Attempt to destroy the constitutional'.Liberty 
and Eights of all North America," An attack upon on© was an 
attack upon all. The resolution, strongly recommended two im­
mediate steps* First, America should boycott all East India 
goods, "except Saltpetre and Spices, until the Grievances of 
America are redressed," Then, in order to obtain "the united 
Wisdom of the Whole" of America, the meeting advised all the 
colonies to appoint delegates "to meet in general Congress, 
at such Place annually as shall toe thought most convenient; 
there to deliberate on those general Measures which the 
united Interests of America may from Time to Time require." 
Then came the threat of a general commercial non-intercourse
with Great Britain if taxation without consent "be persisted 
26in*" ' All the former burgesses appended their names to the 
agreement.
This was a most significant document. All the important 
ideas had already been mentioned before by individuals or
25Ibld.
26Ibid., p. 2, col. 3, p. 3, col. 1; Rind, Va, Gaz,, 26 May
17747~p7 3, col. 1,
mtown meetings, but this was the first resolution of its kind 
by the representatives of an entire colony. Its themes 
were firmness and unity.. Firmness through commercial sane** 
tfons and unity through an intercolonial congress. In the 
coming months the ideas of the Virginia representatives were 
taken up by legislatures and propagandists alike until all of 
dissatisfied America followed the Raleigh Tavern principles. 
The Souse of Burgesses again took the lead,
A few days later, after most of the former delegates had 
left for home, letters came'into Williamsburg from the towns 
of Boston, Annapolis, -and Philadelphia, each reconmeuding a 
f Union of Measures" to overcome the crisis. The North was 
asking for tighter economic sanctions'. Pur die specifically 
mentioned the Boston proposal to stop all trade with Great 
Britain and the West Indies, Peyton Randolph succeeded in 
gathering the remaining ex-burgesees in the area, ■about one 
third of the former 'House, to discuss making the Raleigh 
resolutions more rigorous. Instead of changing anything, 
these former representatives decided to wait until August 1, 
1774# Mat which time,M reported Purdie, "it is expected 
there will be a very general Attendance of the late Members 
of the House of Burgesses, and that a Nonimportation Agree­
ment will be then entered into-, as wall as Resolutions to 
suspend, at.some future Bay, exporting any of our Commodities
^Sehlesinger, Colonial Merchants, p. 363. It is interest­
ing to note that theresdlutida was worded very closely to 
the radical propaganda that had been appearing’ in' the 
Va. Gazettes,
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to Britain should the present odious Measures, so Inimical to
2Q
the just Rights and Liberty of America, be pursued*1'’ " Then 
this hastily assembled group wrote their colleagues informing 
them of the August meeting and asking that they consult their
29
constituents on what course of action to take* Also, Lord
Buaiaore shortly thereafter issued writs for new elections;:
30the new assembly to convene August 7, 1774*" Thus, Virginia 
counties had a double reason to assemble, and the summer of 
1774 was filled with county meetings, resolutions, and 
elections.
As the other members rode off to their respective count** 
tea, Randolph held a meeting of the inhabitants of Williams-* 
burg* "The Measures taken by the late Representatives," 
Purdie could write in his paper, "were unanimously approved
Then, in the middle of the n,ext week came dune first* "It 
is with pleasure we assure our readers," wrote Clementina 
Bind, that: all of Williamsburg turned out to solemnise the 
day with fasting and prayer at Bruton Parish Church, as
32
requested by the Burgesses a week before *' For up in Boston 
all trade had stopped.
2^Purdie and Dixon, Va, Gaz., 2 dune 1774, p. 2, cols* 2-1.
S%chle.siager, Colonial Merchants, p. 364*
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 16 June 1774, p. 2, col. 1; 
Kennedy, journals, p. 2Vi..“ 0unmore kept proroguing the new 
Assembly WtlTw,EEy 1776 because it was just as radical as the 
previous one.
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 2 June 1774, p. 2, col. 1.
32Rind, fa. Gaz., 2 June 1774, p. 2, col. 1. Purdie and 
Dixon ran RHsiBlSTar item.
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*#*
Parliament was not satisfied with this one act of punish**
meat* Burhe and Chatham had stood up for America hut to no
33avail* An attempt to repeal the Tea Act failed miserably*
More stern measures were before the Mouse* One was a "Bill 
for the .impartial Administration of Justice in.*.Massachusetts 
Bay** Hind carried a discussion of the proposal on June 0, 
and Purdie printed an abstract a week later. It.provided 
that any official indicted in Massachusetts for a capital of­
fense while trying to- do his duty may, if requested by the 
governor* fee tried in another colony or .in Great Britain if
34
impartial Justice could not be don# in Massachusetts* "
Then there were rumors that the British were going to a- 
bolisb the- Massachusetts charter, or at least move the cap­
ital from. Boston to Salem. The rumors were true. Mrs, Bind 
printed a copy of the bill on June 30. The capital was 
indeed moved to Salem, Moreover, the Council would be ap­
pointed by the governor, not elected by the Mouse as before. 
Judges and sheriffs would be appointed or removed by the gov­
ernor. Juries would be appointed, not elected. Town meet-
35ings were severely restricted. The Massachusetts charter 
may well have been revoked* Both laws were passed on
33Ibid., 9 June 1774, Supp■, p. 1, col. 1.
34Ibid,, Supp., p. 1, cols. 1-2, Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz.,
16 JunS~177¥7"p. 1, col, 1 and p. 1, col. 3.
33Rind, Va, Gaz., SO June 1774, p. 2, col, 3, p. 3, col. 1.
30May 20, at the time when Williamsburg was just receiving 
the” alarming news of the Boston Port ‘Bill. How two addition** 
al repressive measures. 'were added to 'it* Parliament was too 
far away and too out of touch with America to know that these 
■acts would only strengthen Boston* s resolve never to submit.
And what was happening in Massachusetts? Governor Hutch­
inson was still taking heavy propaganda abuse, Then, on May
19, 1774, the Virginia public learned that the King had ap~
3?pointed General Thomas Gage as his successor,' Gage had
landed in Boston on May 13, The departing Hutchinson handed
him an impossible job, Boston was openly defying all of
Parliamentfs efforts to force her to submit. Gage could not
uphold the law or re-establish amicable relations,* Be was
caught, like his predecessor, between a bull-headed ParIta-
meat and an inflexible Boston., His job was to establish law
and order— but he could do no more than try.
The day Gage landed,, a Boston town meeting resolutely
proposed commercial non-intercourse with England as a go-
38eroive counter-measure. ■ The town was hostile. Gage held
his first Council meeting in the safety of the Castle, Mamong
39the Tea Commissioners," sneered one Bostonian. Hutchinson
3%>urdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 18 Aug* 1774, p. 1, col* 1. 
Final confirmation of The passage of these acts came to 
Williamsburg three months late.
37Ibld., 19 May 1774, p. 3, col. 3.
38I M d ., 2 June 1774, p. 2, cols. 2-3.
38Xbid,, IS June 1774, p. 2, col. 2.
prepared to make his departure among damning blasts. One un­
signed piece was a common send-off for the ex-governor* T'lt 
is hoped," a typical section read, "that you bare now- wreaked 
all your malice against the place of your nativity. Ton. are 
now going to leave it in ruins. But know1* if the curses of a
whole people can have any effect, you will never have another
40peaceful moment." " The few individuals and groups that did 
.publicly wish the .governor well immediately invited to them-
41
selves the wrath of newspaper and broadside writers. The
"principle people of Marblehead and Boston," a report said,
hissed Hutchinson’s well-wishers, these "mercenary inhabit-
42ants," and showed them every disrespects
As that bitterly disappointed American left his homeland
for the last time, the blockade of Boston commenced, Naval
vessels guarded the harbor and the customhouse locked its
doors for 'the last time. Business was at a standstill, let-
43iers from Boston said* In an address, Salem cautiously 
felt out the new governor, but Gage’s true position soon'be­
came clear. He stopped the reading of a speech by the Mass- . 
aebnsett© Council that cast dispersions on his predecessors. 
The House of Representatives was meanwhile'passing resolves
^%ind, Va. Gag,, 9 June 1774, Supp,, p. 2, col. 1,
*^Tbid., 23 June 1774, p. 2, cols. 1-2; Purdie and Dixon, 
Va. GaiT, 23 June 1774, p, 1, cols, 2-3,
4%ind, Va. Gag., 23 June 1774, p. 3, col* 1.
43Rind, Va. Gag*, 23 June 1774, p. 2, col. 3; Purdie and
Dixon, Va.’~UagTT~30 June 1774, p. 2, col. 3.
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in favor of an inter-colonial congress and for non-consumption
of English goods * Gage immediate Ip dissolved the House,- hut
44had to do- it forcefully. He declared the Massachusetts com­
mittee of correspondence illegal and threatened arrest to
45
those signing unlawful resolves.' Later that summer, Gage
had Boston Neck fortified and one night even removed the
46powder from the • powderhouse in Cambridge. Stories, cireu-
47lated that his soldiers were molesting women. Reports of 
the General*& misdeeds filled the newspapers from the time of 
his arrival* Yet* in spite of this* the propagandists never 
heaped abuse on the new Massachusetts governor to the extent 
that they had on his predecessor* Perhaps it was because 
broader issues were now engaging their major attention.
***
If the Boston Tea Party‘had been a major colonial excess, 
the Coercive Acts were a major British blunder. They would 
have been extreme- even to a most accommodating people. But 
to the stirred-up ©motions of Americans, especially of the 
northern cities, they were totally unacceptable. The Whig 
propagandists had gotten $uli© excited about the Tea Act.
Now they never put down their pens for a moment*& rest. Both
^Rind, Va. Gaz., 7 July 1774, p. 2, col. 3; Purdie and 
Bixon, Va.“t*az., '7 July 1774, p. 2, cols. 1-2; 14 July 1774, 
p. 2, col. 27“
45Rind, Va, Gaz,, 2\ July 1774, p. 2,. col. 2; Purdie and
Bixon, Va,T a z .,' 21 July 1774, p.-2, col. 2.
^%ind, Va. Gaz., 22 Sep. 1774, p. 3, col. 1.
47Ibid., 29 Sep. 1774, p, 3, Col. 1.
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Williamsburg journals were continually filled witt* letters, 
e&cerpts from letters, and .abstracts of letters. The print* 
©rs often, had to apologise for not having' room for all that 
cam© to hand. Some were closely reasoned and sensible.
Others were both wild in logic and language. The writers did 
not always -use the same methods or .share the same goals. Yet 
the overwhelming majority of the letters fell, into a common 
pattern,.
Propagandists did not waste much space only in damning 
the Coercive Acts. They assumed that Americans took it for
48
granted that these were measures "pregnant with great Evils." 
What.they did try to do, however, was to convince America that 
the Coercive Act© were only the beginning and that, sooner or 
later, all of the colonies would fall victim to Parliament*s 
cruel dominance.
Rumors helped the Whig writers In this. One current re­
port told of a. bill before Parliament to regulate all the 
4 9
colonies., Another, a letter from England, listed a whole
catalog of new repressive measures, "All letters are to he
stopped; all the Governours are to be changed; 300 Taxmen
are coming over; all Officers are to be Men sent from England;
Juries taken away; a large Fleet to- frighten you into Compli* 
50anee." ' Rumors as these were disturbing indeed, and only
^8Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 11 Aug, 1774, p. 2, col. 2.
49Ibid., 21 July 1774, p. 1, col. 3.
50lbid., 30 June 1774, p. 2, cols. 2-3.
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months of wafting would tell whether or not they were true.*
But if they waited.! might it not he too late?
The propagandists played on this fear. "Every Art will
he used to deceive you,” said one letter, "'and either cheat
or frighten yon out of your Freedom and Property." If Boston
91was subdued, the rest of America would he next. ' The Miw-
52
istry wanted to divide America, another was sure." Westerly,
Bhode Island, expressed a common belief. "This horrid Attach
upon the Town of Boston-! we consider not as an Attempt upon
53that Town singly, _ hut upon the whole Continent." If 
America did not stand by Boston in her hour of need., all of 
the colonies would soon lose their liberty and go under to 
slavery. The Ministry’s plan was to divide and conquer.
This was, as they all said, a "common cause."
What was the best way to stand up for American rights? 
propagandist©., town, meetings, and the authors of private let­
ters that happened to get into the hands of the printers all 
had the same answer$ firmness and unity. If America was not
"firm, united, and wise," one correspondent said, she would 
54be ruined.' "Firmness and Vigilance" was the need, said 
55another. "Nothing but an Union can be the Salvation of
51Ibid., 0 June 1774, p. 1, col. 3, p. 2, col. 1.
S2Ibid., 2 June 1774, p. 2, col. 2.
53Ibid., 30 June 1774, p. 1, col. 3.
54Ibid., 26 May 1774, p. 2, col. 3.
55lbid., 9 June 1774, p. 1, col. 3, p. 2, col. 1.
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56America*” yet another exclaimed*' And America was resolutely 
united, the radicals were sure* As far as his "intelligence” 
covered^-from Hew Hampshire to Williams burgeons Hew 'Yorker
57observed* America was all of the same" spirit., ' -A Bostonian
described it.* **Tke spirit of the people was never known to
be so great**-* People in the country, for hundreds of miles,
SBare prepared and determined to BIB or be FREE!” "
With almost one voice, propaganda, town and county re**
solves, .and even legislatures, advised two specific ways to
implement their nationfs firmness and unity. One was to es*
tablisb a general congress of all the '.American: colonies-.
This was- Just what Sam Adams tod hoped for back in the autumn 
5 9
of 1773,■ Some mention of the idea appeared in the Gazettes
before news of the Coercive Acts arrived, but it was the
Virginia declaration of May 26, 1774, that first set the
SBmachinery in motion to have such, a meeting materialise*
Then, on. dune 16, 1774, the Massachusetts House of Represent*.
atives, before being dissolved, suggested that a congress
@1assemble that September in Philadelphia, These suggestions 
received immediate backing. A meeting of Philadelphia f ree-
56Ibid., 30 dune 1774, p* 2, col. 1.
■^Rlnd, Va* Gaz.*,, 23 dune 1774, p. -2t|COl. 3.
58Ibid., 22 Sep* 1774, p. 3, col. 1.
5%ee above, p. 62 *
®®S©e above, p.71 .
61Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 7 July 1774, p. 2, col. 2 ;
Hind, Va. Gaz., 7 July"T77lTp. 2, col. 3.
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holders readily saw the need for a ’’Congress of Deputies” to
62support the common cause. Hew .fork soon appointed dele-
63gates to "the ensuing grand continental Congress*” Mary*
land would join to counteract repressive' measures through
64common action "at the general Congress*" Eventually every
colony responded from Hew Hampshire to South Carolina*
The other way to implement American firmness and unity
was hy economic sanctions. The forthcoming congress could
revive the old Association, The May 26 Virginia resolutions
had called for non-consumption of East India goods*. Some
reports in the Gazettes, as from. Lewes, Delaware,; showed a
61demand for non-importation * Most, however, called for a
full commercial non-intercourse with Great Britain, Boston
and Philadelphia in particular were sources of pressure for
66stopping all trade*' A Bostonian boasted'that boycotting 
English trad© had found "scarce .a Dissentient in many 
Towns."67
A continental congress was a surety and a revival of the 
Association was a distinct probability.. Maybe now, seemed 
to be the wish if not the expectation. Parliament would con­
cede to American demands*
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 1.4 July 1774, p. 2, col. 3* 
63Ibid., 21 July 1774, p. 1, col. 3.
^Ibid., 21 July 1774, p. 2, cols. 1-2.
g5lbid., 25 Aug. 1774, p. 1, cols. 1-3.
fi6Ibid., 21 July 1774, p. 1, col. 2; 30 June 1774, p. 2,
col * H7
67lbid., 4 Aug. 1774, p. 2, col. 2.
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The Coercive Acta and the Tea Act were the major irri­
tants, hat other Parliamentary measures also raised, colonial 
hostility. The most important of these was the Quebec Act.- 
This hill became law on lay 20, the same day as did the Mass­
achusetts Government Act and the Administration of Justice
Act. The first word came on July 28 in Purdie and DixonJ s
08Gazette, hut no details were available, The provisions be­
came known in part two weeks later, and fully on September IS. 
The act set up a permanent civil government based on the ac­
customed French system. There were no popular assemblies or 
Jury trials, The Catholic Church maintained its position. 
Finally, the boundaries of Quebec were enlarged to include
HQ
all territory north of the Ohio River,
The position of the Church made the Act unpopular from 
the start with the intolerant Protestant© of the day. But 
rumor and propaganda made it seem even worse*--as .part of a 
wicked ministerial scheme, 11 The real Design of the Quebec 
Bill, we hear, is to make it a military Government, by Way of 
Check to several provincial Assemblies and proprietary
70
Rights* of America. And again; "The Quebeck Bill, says a 
correspondent, is only a well concerted Scheme to give a
VICheck to the rest of our Colonies, and to keep'them in Awe,
                 >
68Ibid., 28 July 1774, p. 1, col. 3.
69Ibid., 11 Aug. 1774, p. 2, col. 1; Hind, Va. Gaz., 15
Sep.*TT74, p. 2, col, 1. ' . —  -------
70Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 18 Aug. 1774, p. 2, col. 2,
71lbid,, 15 Sep. 1774, p. 2, col. 1.
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Englishmen spread rumors combining religious bigotry and 
politics, "30,000 Roman Catholicks are to 'foe immediately em­
bodied as a Militia* and .kept in regular Training* to march 
immediately into any of the Protestant Colonies that dare to 
assert their Eights as .freemen* and Besceadents of English- 
men-. There is no doubt now of a regular System 'being laid to 
subvert the Liberties, Religion, and Constitution of this 
Country* as well as that of America."7  ^ TRIBBNUS added 
foreign intrigue. As a result of "private Stipulations with 
France," the Ministry was planning "to keep a large foody of 
Popish Canadians in Terrorem against our Protestant Brethren
. Mg ■
in .America," The Ministry had no intent of the sort* but
the newspapers spread these false rumors among already dis-
74
contented Americans, And that, was what counted.
Then, on dune 2, George 111 gave his royal assent to the 
Quartering Bill, This allowed the quartering of troops in 
taverns, unoccupied buildings, and even occupied houses. It 
applied to all the colonies. As against the other measures 
concerning America* Pitt put up good argument in Parliament, 
But the bill passed anyway* and Americans, could add one more
72lbid., 29 Sep, 1774, p, 3, col."2.
73Ibid.* 6 Oct. 1774* p, 1, col, 1,
74By what-appeared in the Gazettes, neither Virginia nor any 
other colony was overly cohcerne^WTth the loss of western 
lands to Quebec, This is ■substantiated by Thomas Perkins 
Abernathy in his Western Lands and*the American. Revolution, 
(Hew York, 1039)... .USX, '..... . ...............— —
75purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz,* 18 Aug, 1774, p. 2, col, 2,
§4
item to their list of grievances,
Meanwhile, William Goddard, a to!timere printer* was 
stirring op discontent over yet another British involvement 
in American affairs--the Post Office* England had been ad­
ministering the .American postal system at a profit, tod now 
that Franklin was- dismissed from his post as Deputy post­
master General, the chance that royal officials might with­
hold radical letters and newspapers from the mails seemed to 
he great* So Goddard, hacked by the Whig printers, pushed 
for what he called a "Constitutional Post,11 or a private
American postal system free from, any possible Parliamentary 
76tampering*' • The first news of this reached Purdie’s
ffGazette on April 7, 1774, and Mrs-. Hind’s two weeks later,1' 
Towns' from: Maryland north soon registered approval of the 
new plan* The propagandists played up to the printers by ex­
pounding on the possible danger to their Journals under the 
.British system. "Xi is .not only our letters that are liable 
to be stopped and opened by a ministerial Mandate, and their 
Contents cons trued into treasonable Conspiricl.es, hut our 
NEWSPAPERS, those necessary and important Affairs in Time of 
public Danger, may be rendered of little Consequence, for 
Want of Circulation.” The obvious answer was a ’HEW AMERI­
CAN POST OFFICE.Goddard traveled from town to town in
7%ehl@slnger, Prelude, pp.. 190-3.
^Purdie and Dixon., Va. Gaz,, 7 Apr, 1774,
Rind, Va. Gaz., 21 Apr“ 177?7 P - 2, col. 3.
^8Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 2 June 1774, p. 1, col. 3.
the north and in the late summer of 1774 he even came down to
*70Williamsburg. He was. fairly successful. Within a year his 
Constitutional Post was functioning from New Hampshire to
O0
Williamsburg.
With discontent — from the repressive measures' against 
Boston to the imagined postal, grievance — came a change in the 
professed loyalty of the propagandists. The North Ministry 
was still the chief villain# And Parliament did not have the 
right to tax America <or even to legislate, as some were say­
ing) * These positions had prevailed .among the Whigs before, 
But now, in the summer of' 1774,, came a rash of warnings to 
George III* All petitions and resolves printed in. the 
Williams burg papers— whether -from a .small group or an. entire 
prov 1 nee — were devotedly loyal to the King. But not so with 
a number of propagandists. AN AMERICAN CATO warned that ’’the 
corrupt Influence of the Ministry” on the King may lead
Bi
' Americans to change their relationship with the crown.*
PBGC ION, among others, blamed the sovereign for. any ruin
S2"that may overtake the Empire*”'" A town meeting of Lewes, 
Delaware, wished that the King would "spend one Hour apart
33'
from Lord North”' and read the facts, of American grievances.
f0lMd*, 4 Aug* 1774, p. 2, col. 2.
^%ehleeingey, Prelude, p. 194.
8*Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 2# duly 1774* p. $9 col. 1.
8%ind, Va. Gaz*, IB Sep. 1774, p. 1, col. 1*
83Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 25 Aug. 1774, p. 1, col. 2.
mSGXPtO held that the British monarch "1a, in fact, elected by 
the ggogle* he indubitably bolds bis power under their eui^ 
f rage." Therefore, SCIFIO warned him* listen to the "brave 
and free-born American subjects.," and turn away from "those 
base«minded wretches, those abject tools, who buy your
g4
smiles-/" " These few individuals, the- radical propagandists, 
were beginning to hold George III' responsible for Anglo**- 
American, discord. Towns and' provinces' were not yet ready to 
be in the least disloyal, but the time, 'would 'cow®' when they 
were,
low did these grievances, this propaganda,; this new 
thought, strihe the Virginia public? The former louse of 
Burgesses had taken a stand, tout' how would the people react?
Virginia Whigs,at last took up the pen, betters filled
the pages of the Gazettes during' the .summer of 1774, and they
SSwere -almost all of a radical persuasion.' Events and propa* 
ganda, with the leadership of their own legislature, finally 
had aroused the Old, Bominion.
A SINCERE LOVER OF MY COUNTRY expressed the common 
desire. "Before this Period, we lived a free and happy 
People I and I' must own it is my most ardent Wish to see
g4Rind, Va. Gaz., 27 Oct. 1774, p. 1, col. 1.
8% s  we know from- their own, statements, both Williamsburg 
printers were Whigs* But at this time,, whereas Purdie and 
Dixon mainly printed news and,'propaganda from, the north and 
England, Mrs. Bind*s'paper carried, mostly .-political essays, 
very often toy Virginians* The circumstances that caused this 
difference in emphasis are unknown.
s#things return to their old Channel*n - "Be unanimous, ” 
VIBOIM.IBS advised his countrymen, "and the .powers of H r..,ll
cannot_ prevail' against you,n His regard for the King, and the 
Ministry was -clear*' ’’Neither wealth, affluence, or power, 
will ever shah# the loyalty -of the Americansi they venerate 
their sovereign, may a thousand times more than the' base
g7
minion who recommends.. ..arbitrary measures.," America
should he an example and stand op for its rights against em** 
constitutional power, said W.H.Q.  in Bind*a §SSSM£-'
had contributed the piece as it. "was handed about, much read,
BBand 'mmh liked, at a late public meeting/*'""'
Virginia papers sometimes introduced to the discontented 
colonies alarming,' 'hot untrue, developments. '"Be pleased, 
through the channel of your paper/* TOOTH wrote to Mrs, Hind 
from, loadon, "to communicate to- AUU AMERICA, that if has heen 
the subject of deliberation in the cabinet 'here to take away 
from every colony the right of representation! and. it .may 'he 
relied on, as a fact, that this measure 'is next to he carried 
into execution by act of parliament, and that ail the colony 
assemblies will be annihilated/ This disastrous calamity, 
TOOTH assured, could only be avoided by m strong opposition
gjtt
to the Coercive Acts. Was Parliament actually prepared to
^%urdie and Dixon, Va, Pag*, 21 July 1774, p. 2, col, 2..
^Eiud, Va. gas., 16 June 1774, p. 1, cols. 1^ 2.
88Ibid., 30 Juae 1774, p. 2, col. 1,
89Ibid., 14 July 1774, p. 1, col, 1.
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adopt smh a calamitous course? One could not toll for sure, 
but it was a possibility* America must never let her guard 
down*.
that active means could Virginia and America use to pro­
tect their rights? One'way would .be, and was, to send pro* 
visions to beleaguered Boston, as HEHEYO&DS suggested, to Mrs.
9Q
Bind * ' Another would be to suspend amusements and set a
ai
more frugal moral tone. ' But the main way was to associate, 
B.D., for example, told Gazette readers that the time had. 
come for complete non-intercourse with England, America 
could easily survive the stopping of trade, ,fWe have the 
means of sutoistanee within ourselves. Nature *& wants are
02but few;, our imaginary ones have their foundation in luxury," 
The most noteworthy series of essays to appear in either 
Virginia Gazette was that, of A BRITISH AMERICAN * In number 
II, the last of the series, he identified himself as- Thomson 
Mason*, a Prince William County lawyer and member of the dis-
9 3
solved .Burgesses. "Vou owe no obedience to the British
parliameut,** he told his fellow Virginians, so- be ^unanimous-
9 4
ly firm in the common cause of America.11 Mason reasoned
90Ibid., 21 July 1774, p. 2, col. 1.
91Ibid.
92Ibid., 21 July 1774, p. 1, col. I.
"ibid;, 26 July 1774, p. 2, col. 1; Allen Johnson and
jDumas lalone* ed©., Dictionary of American Biography, {New 
fork, 1B28-190S), v o T T l C n r W -  *—  -----
94Rind, Va. Gas,.* 10'dun© IV74, p. 2, col. 1.
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that aa "arbitrary» self created aristocracy. ..assuming the
spedous name of a British Parliament** had ruined the c<wt«*
etitotlon and therefore had deprived itself of the right to
95
make any laws binding on the colonies# But what to do
about it? Non-intercourse would he unfair to,innocent mer-
chants and would create undeserved hardships to America.
96Besides, nothing would force Parliament to concede*'
Instead, the colonists.should declare all laws ever passed by
Parliament null and void in the colonies* this would he
legal and -Just because of Parliament*s degeneration. America
should unitef. aid besieged Boston* and petition the King#
But if all this were to fail, the colonies must become an
asylum for liberty•loving emigrants from England, and "than*
and not till then# break off all connection with Great 
ifBritain.” \ Mason’s convictions were some of the most rad**
leal to .appear in the Virginia Gaaettas to that time... If
took, the Coercive Acts 'to do it, but- Virginia newspaper eon*
98tributors at last rivaled the northern fire-eaters..." '
7 luly 1774, p. 1. cols. 1-2. Jefferson had come 
to a™^ tSi.iar conclusion in his Summary View of the Bights of 
British America. ^  -
86Ibld., 31 July 1774, p. 1, cols. 1*3.
97Ibid., 28 July 1774, p. 1, col. 1, p. 2, col. 1.
"Of course It is not .known how many, if any,. Tory letters 
arrived in the hands of the printers but were never, published.
It is possible that fear of radical reprisal kept them from.
f  rioting anything too odious to the general public opinion, 
weaty-twd subscribers cancelled their subscriptions to 
William Duncan’s Virginia gazette or prfolk |n|pll|g§ppti:. as 
that printer had published a political niece ^highly ob» 
noxious11 to "Friends of Liberty.H .See-Purdie and Bixou, Va. 
gas., 10 Nov. 1774. p. 3, col.' 3. The Williamsburg printers 
must have surely thought twice before inserting any ob­
noxious** article in their Oagettps.
mJournalistic offerings wore'not the only radical state*
meets in Virginia. Throughout the summer of 1774 each county
in the 014 Dominion elected representatives as new Burgesses
and delegates • to the meeting • planned for August first * The
voters nearly always elected the same men that they had- sent
9#to the previous Assembly. But, to show how the electorate;
stood# each county meeting drew up resolutions on the current
crisis, and instructed its delegates accordingly * At leash
thirty-one Virginia counties expressed themselves in. this 
ieomanner'*' Bach printer in. Williamsburg received copies of
the resolutions for publication# but there never was room for
more than a handful! dt them in the Oaaettea ♦ Bach set of
resolves, however, was very much like the next,
The first county to hold' a meeting of freeholders was
Prince William# the home of Thomson Mason, on June 0, 1774,
Taxes, the county's resolutions said, could only be levied
with the consent of the people* Therefor© the .Tea Act, and
all the repressive measures, of Parliament against ‘Boston and
America, were illegal as well as unjust.. The freeholders
resolved support for a new Association of nonintercourse with
101England and any part of the Empire that did not comply. 
Westmoreland County's resolves appeared a few weeks, later,
^Berwick in the. appendix, to his "Loyalties in Crisis" 
graphically displays this striking continuity from 1774«*1776» 
See also- David John Mays, Edmund Pendleton 172t~1003: A Blog«- 
raphy (Cambridge, 1953), voTT^T7’F^WB'T " .***■'-
^^Schlesinger,. Colonial •Merchants, p. '365...
10Jm n a , Va. Gag., 0 June 1774, p. 3, col. 3.
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followed by those of Prince Georg© County. Then in July, 
because there ?/©re so mmy of them, the printers often 
carried only excerpts or a hare mention of the incoming re­
solves . tot, as Purdie remarked while, apologising for not 
having room for them all"fhey contain the ^ life© patrioticfe 
Sentiments with the Besolves of several Counties already pub­
lished, and possess all due Obedience to the Sovereign of the
too
British Empire
A typical set of resolves did indeed start off with a 
statement of loyalty to the crown-. As Mrs,. Bind described
them, the resolves ’'possess the greatest loyalty and affect-
103
ion. towards his majesty." " Then they all launched into the 
"unjust, arbitrary., and tmeonstttutiona 1" Tea Act and 
Coercive Acts,^^ The troubles at Boston were, according to. 
fork County, "only a Prelude to- the Designs of parliament 
upon every other Part of this wide-extended Continent."A 
few counties, such as- Chesterfield and Albemarle, even went 
so far as to state that the Virginia Assembly had the "sole 
Bight" to make laws for that province, The county resold-
1JS%urdi© anc| ni^on, Va. Gag., 4 Aug. 1774, p. 2, col. 2; 
Mrs. Bind-made a similar 'statement about the "want of room" 
for all received. "They," she wrote, "are similar to those 
already published." See Bind, Va. Gan.,. 28.-duly 1774, p. 3, 
col, 2. ' ■ ■ ■“  — '
l03Rind, Va, Gass., 4 Aug. 1774, p. 3, col, 1,
l04Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 21 July 1774, p. 1, col. 3.
^“®Ibid., Postscript, p. 1, col, 1.-’
lOQjjjid., p. 1, col. 3; Rind, Va, Gaz., 4 Aug. 1774, p. 1,
CJ'OwjL .» im
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tions were unanimous In wanting a revival of the Association, 
hot there was some variance on how it should operate. Some 
resolves wanted a few items* 'such as medietne and cloth* ex** 
cepted from the ton* Most called for nonimportation immed-
‘ ' y 1
lately, but a few wanted to delay nonimportation for some
months, probably to give a chance to market the current
■tobacco crop.. Many counties * like H&a&emond, would refuse to
trade with any colony that did not comply with the association,
Nansemond County also wanted to end "every Kind of luxury *
Dissipation* and Extravagance" until the .grievances'were re*
dressed,.and along with Hanover County, desired a curb on the 
107slave 'trade. Isle of Wight was one of a few counties that
did not wish non ~i n t ere our se to include the voiding of just 
logdebts* A number of counties, such as Chesterfield,* in** 
eluded a provision in their resolves for the relief of 
Boston,***®
Am these resolves* pouring into the printers* offices
that summer, 'indicate* the freeholders of Virginia, were firm**
ly in bach of their representatives and united to.save Boston
and America from oppression. newspaper warnings did not go
unheeded. At last Virginians were, in the words, of Clementina
Hind, "spirited and determined in.'the’ pursuit of their just
110rights and privtledges *" ' '
iOTPurdie and Dixon, Va. Gas., 28 July 1714, Supp,:, p. 1, 
col. 1; p. 2* cols. l-*2!T"r '
10%in<*, Va, Gaz., 28 July 1714, p, 2, col. 3.
109Purctie and Dixon, Va. Gam., 21 July 1774, Postscript, 
p. 1* col. 3, ~  ^  ‘ ■
^'^Blad* Va,' Oaz., 4 Aug*- 1774, p. 3*- edi* 1.
CHAPTER V
"BY UNITING WE STAND, BY DIVIDING WE PAUL."
August *' November 1774
As had been arranged that spring, delegates from each
Virginia county assembled in Williamsburg on August 1, 1774,
It was "a very general and full. Meeting" reported Alexander 
1Purdie," Prom the instructions each delegate received from
his constituents, it was clear that some'form, of non-
inter course would be adopted, Purdie and Dixon*s Virginia
Gazette for August 4 still found the delegates "sitting
upon the weighty Matters intrusted to their Deliberation*"
but the printers assured their readers that the results
"will be such as will do Honour to the Colony, revive the
Spirits of our suffering Fellow .Subjects'to the Northward,.
and, in all Probability, secure the Rights and liberties of
.2America, from every Invasion thereof,1
On the next day, August S, the meeting elected the 
representatives of Virginia "to attend the General Congress
 .....           *u..... .
^Purdie and Dixon, Va* Gaz,, 4 Aug, 1774, p. 2, col. 2,
George Washington describecPit as the fullest meeting .of 
Virginia representative® he had ever seen. The one notable 
absentee was Thomas Jefferson who was ill and could not 
make the convention* See Meade, Henry, p. 311,
2Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 4 Aug. 1774, p. 2, col, 2.
Rind’s Gazette contained much the same advice. See. Rind,
Va. Gag,, 4 Aug. 1774, p,. 3, col. 1.
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•at Philadelphia*" a month from then. They were Peyton
Randolph* the moderator of the meeting, Richard Henry I*ee,
George Washington* Patrick Henry, Richard Bland, Benjamin
Harrison,: and Idmund Pendleton* A public subscription was to
raise 4» 1000 for expenses* Purdie and Dixon held up publican
3tion of that week’s paper to include the news.-"
The convention adjourned on August 6, and both Williams* 
burg printers included copies of Its two important documents 
in their next Gazettes. The first document was the Virginia 
Association, which, reported Purdie, "was unanimously re­
solved upon and agreed to," If expressed loyalty to the King, 
but held it the ’’indispensable Duty” of Americans to guard 
against Parliament *s "dangerous and extensive Mischief's, by 
every just and proper Means.** The "Keans" followed. All im­
portation from Great Britain, except medicines, and all im­
ports of slaves would be stopped on Hovember I, 1774. All 
exports would ©top after August 10, 1775* Thus, tobacco 
planters could market their present crop, but they were 
advised to plant more useful crops for home consumption in
the future. All non-complying merchants would be boycotted
4and publicised in the papers«
The other document was instructions to the seven dele­
gates to the Philadelphia "GBNHRAL Congress.n These instruc­
tions also declared allegiance to the crown. But .Boston was
3purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz,, 4 Aug. 1774,- p. 2, col.- 3.'
4Ibid., 11 Aug. 1774, p. 1, cols. 1»2; 81&4, Va. Gaz.,
11 lugT 1774, p. 2, cols. 2-3.
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oppressed and ail America was threatened. Peace and harmony 
of pre*»1763 would return only when America obtained redress 
to her grievances. This was the task of the congress* 
Virginia had Just entered into an 'Association and was sending 
delegates northward to determine what common measures the
. g
"united Wisdom, of Worth America” would prescribe.
With their instructions under arm,, the Virginia dele-** 
gates to the first Continental Congress prepared themselves 
for the trip to Philadelphia.*.
News from, the Congress was scarce. The Virginia
Casettea did not even mention the Congress until it had been
in session a month. There was more reason for this than
just the distance between ■Philadelphia and Williamsburg*
The delegates had decided not to publicise their proceedings
until the final documents were issued.. Silence would dis*
0guise internal disputes and quarrels.'' Congress could then
maintain the mask of unity*
There were serious divisions* The method of voting,
one of the first disputes, was finally decided in favor of
unit voting,, a disadvantage to the larger eoloaies**like 
fVirginia. Political differences were of great importance. 
The conservatives, who desired to patch up .relations with
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gaz., 11 Aug. 1774, p. 1, cols. 2*3 j 
Hind, Va. Gaz *, 11 Aug* .17W, p* 3, col. 1*
S^chlesiitger, Prelude, pp. 308*0.
%ays, Pendleton, Vol. I, pp. 383#»$,
m
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their Galloway Flan of Union, lost by only one vote*" Among
the radicals, the delegates from the .staple colonies wished
to retain the right to ©sport their major crops in: spite of
■ 9the strong prevailing opinion for non-intercourse. These 
division© never received notice in any of the released docu- 
meats or in any of the newspaper accounts. Instead.,. .America 
got a picture, of absolute unity*
John Pinkney, who had taken over Clementina Bind’s 
Garnetts upon, her death, printed the first Information from 
Congress on September 29. A week before Congress, had pub­
lished a resolution' asking merchants not to order goods from
England until the measures to he taken to defend American
10li her ties were made .known*' The nest week’s issue was more 
revealing* The resolves of Suffolk County, Massachusetts, 
brought to Philadelphia by Paul Bevere, had been ’Maid be­
fore the Congress*” These resolves predicted that "if we ar­
rest the Band which would ransack our Pockets; if we disarm 
the Parrici.de which points the. Bagger to our Bosoms; if we 
nobly defeat that fatal Edict which proclaims a Power to 
frame Laws for os in all Cases whatsoever,” Americans would 
become at last ’’free and happy*” The moat important of the 
nineteen resolutions declared the Coercive Acts unconstitu­
tional, the government of Massachusetts under them illegal,
g
^Edmond Cody Burnett, The Continental Coi igress, (New York, 
1941), pp. 33, 47-50.      : ----
9Mays, Pendleton, vol. I, pp. 290*5,
10Pinlraey, Va. Gaz., 29 Sep. 1774, p. 3, col. 1.
called for the people to "acquaint themselves with the Art of
War as soon as possible" and for America to "withhold all
commercial intercourse"' from Great Britain and the West
11Indies until all grievances were redressed.
Besides the Suffolk Resolves, the Virginia public re**
eeived only sketchy news from Congress during the month of
October* Virginians read that the delegates were very moder-
12
ate* conciliatory,, and loyal to the royal family,' Another
report said, however, that Congress was recommending to-the
American people "the same firm (amd temperate Conduct" as was
18expressed in the Suffolk Resolves. from these reports it
was impossible to figure' out what results would come out of
Congress. Pinkney .made the situation even less clear on
October 20. "We learn from Philadelphia that the congress
have, not yet been able to agree on any one point.” This was
followed immediately by word that Congress had actually de-
14eided on "an absolute non-importation."
The first real news came on October 28, Purdie and 
Dixon immediately inserted the announcement in their paper
a -
which was Just being published, "We have-Just received 
Intelligence that,,,the General Congress,,.broke up last 
Saturday" and that Peyton Randolph was "hourly expected" in
^Purdie and Dixon, Va. Gass., 6 Oct. 1774, p. 2, col, 1;
Pinkney, Va. Gag,, 6 Oct, 1774, p« 2, col, 3, p* 3, col. 1.
12Purdie and Dixon, Va* Gaz., 6 Oct, 1774, p. 2, col. 3.
13Ibid., p.. 2, col, 2.
14PinkBey, Va, Gaz,, 20 Oct. 1774, p. 3, col. 1,
Williamsburg, Then came the news that everybody bad been 
waiting for* "EXPORTS are. stepped universally, except Rice 
from South Carolina to Great Britain and Wheat to the Medi­
terranean . Both IMPORTS and EXPORTS, in other.Respects, to 
stand upon the same Footing as in the Resolves of the Dele­
gates dpf Virginia, the Time of their Commencement being de-
13layed one Month." " ' But even this was not quite .accurate. 
Rice would be allowed to 'be exported to.Europe’ only* Wheat 
received no exemption.
On Sunday, October 30, Randolph arrived in Williamsburg, 
He had been the President of the Congress, Gazette readers 
soon discovered* He had left two'days ‘before Congress was 
du© to adjourn in order to attend, the coming session of the
113Virginia General Assembly. But Lord Dunmore kept pro­
roguing that body, and although Pendleton needlessly missed 
the last sessions of Congress, Virginia received'earlier in­
formation than, she would have otherwise.
Both Williamsburg papers carried'the full text of the 
Association* The provisions almost exactly followed the 
Virginia Association, except, as Purdie had, noted, the dates 
for the commencement of non-importation were changed from
November 1, 1774, to December I, 1774, and’of non-exportation
17from August 10, 177b, to September 10, 1773.
^Purdie and Dixon, Va, Gaz., 27 Oct. 1774, p. 2, col. 2,
*%ays, Pendleton, vol. I, p. 206.
^Purdie and Dixon, Va, Gaz,, 3 Nov, 1774, p. 1, cols. 1-2;
Pinkney, Va. Gaz., 4 Nov. 1774, p. 1, cols* 1-2.
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Following this nil^ import.ant document, already quite 
familiar to Virginians, the .printers inserted addresses from 
Congress to the people of Great Britain and to 'the inhabi­
tants of America*
The British'were told th e  "true State of F a c t s .” The 
Ministry was ”forging Chains, for her .Friends and Children.” 
The English people should oust the north ..government, hut, 
the address warned, ”l,i you are determ ined that your Min* 
isters ©hall wantonly sport with the Eights of Mankind...we 
must then tell yon that we never will subm it to he. Hewers o f  
Wood or Drawers of Water f or any Ministry or Hat ion in the 
World.”18
To their fellow Americans, the members of Congress wrote
that they deplored the necessity for non-intercourse hut that
the measure was necessary. Americans must stand up for the
"Honour and Glory” of their country or submit to slavery.
isThere was no middle ground. ' If grievances were not re*
godressed, a new congress would meet on May 10, 1775.
Pinkney printed the Declaration and Resolves of the 
first Continental Congress on November 10. Pur die followed 
a week later. Both printer® referred to them as a "BXLt* Of 
RIGHTS *” Thirteen acts of Parliament, most particularly the
icpurdie and Dixon, fa. gas., 3 Nov.. 1774, p. I, col. 2, 
p. 2 , col. 2; Pinkney Gaz., 4 Nov. 1774, p. I, col. 2 ,p. 2 , c o l f 2 .
^Purdi© and Dixon, Va. Gass., 3 Nov. 1774, p . 2 , col. 2 ,
p . 3 , c o l .  2; Pinkney, ^ T h . ^  4> Nov. 1774, p .  2, col. 2 ,
P. 3 ,. CO 1. 1 .
^ P u r d ie  and Dixon, Va. Gam., 10 Nov. 1774, p . 1 , col. 1 .
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Tea- Act and the Coercive Acts, were held to- fee uncoastitution** 
al and-oppressive. life,- liberty, and property were sacred 
rights, The colonies were having these rights 'violated',.
2i
Therefore the Association was' necessary .and Just.
Bo, by the middle of ■November,- Virginians had received,
through, their 'press, the full details of the main results ,of
22the First Continental Congress. ■ The secrecy -had worked.
There never was a hint in the papers of any haggling among
the delegates assembled in Carpenter’s'Ball* To all eyes
America .was firm and united* "THE AMERICANS ARE IWlBCimi"
cried the South. Carolina Gazette, The "Halted Wisdom of
Worth * America1* had. decided on the Virginia 'plan of economic 
03sanctions." ' Wow'if was/the people1® turn, to 'enforce it.
i,
Virginia, like the other' colonies, needed no further 
encouragement. County Committees 'Sprang up overnight.
People who did not show the right amount "of patriotic spirit 
were intimidated unmercifully. VorktoWnbeld its own Tea 
Party* All, signs -in the Virginia gasettes-'fros the -autumn, of 
1774 on showed nothing ''hut- a -rigid- enforcement of ■every pro-*- 
vision of the Association* '
^Pinkney, Va. Has.,- 10 Nov. 1774, p. 1,- cols* l~2; Purdle 
and DiKon,' Va~GaiT7 17 Wov,. .1774,. p. 1,- cols. 1*2-, ■
^Congress mentioned- freedom of the press'.only once, ‘in'a 
letter to*the inhabitantsof Quebec. See Purdle and DIkob,
Va. Gas,, IQ Wov. 1774, p* 3, col, 1. That was one right 
THat, surprisingly, England-did not tamper/with,
^Pinknefv ';Va* Gaz., 15 'Deo. ‘1774, p. 0, col, 43. ‘
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lut to obtain political and economic liberty, people 
destroyed freedom of speech and thought. paol Thilman of 
Hanover County was', one of a number of victims to the organ-* 
ized mob* After being intimidated by the Hanover Committee 
for ”violating the Association,** be..denounced'bimseM and 
promised that nla tbe future I shall be careful in conforming 
most rigidly'to'whatever is fbe general Sense of the Publick,
24
in any Matter respecting tbe general Policy of America.”'
Thilman, like much of America, was forced to conform to 
the wishes of the radicals. Perhaps a loss of personal free** 
dom is unavoidable in a revolutionary crisis. Bat .this put 
the actual power in the hands of people who drove the 
colonies even closer to open rebellion.
In early 1773 Virginians were rending-with pride about 
a new addition to the royal .family. .How they were reading 
about a possible civil war, and were arming themselves for 
it. the world had moved fast those two years, and it would, 
soon move faster-.
^Purdle and Pi&on^fa, Gaz., lb Pecv 1774,/p* '3, col. 1.
CHAPTER VI
THE VIRGINIA GAZETTES AND THE COMING EEVOEOTION
There is little doubt that the Virginia Gazettes both 
reflected and molded the crisis of the years immediately 
preceding the Resolution* A© a .reflector, the newspapers 
were certainly not completely accurate, yet a study of 
these journals may he combined with other sources to produce 
a fair understanding of the crisis, As a molder, the news* 
papers surely helped to- mobilise public opinion for the 
Whig cause, although there is little information available 
on exactly to what extent the Virginia Gazettes affected the 
people and leaders of the colony* The following remarks, 
therefore, are mostly tentative, hut they may he of some 
value.
***
Virginia, the largest 'and most influential colony, also- 
had the- most outstanding legislature of' the time.. When New 
England took the lead .in. mob .action, the House of .Burgesses 
responded, with more just and. peaceful, yet more effective, 
measures. When. Rhode. Island- burned, the Gasjpee, Virginia 
instituted inter-colony committees of correspondence, When 
Boston held her Tea. Party, Virginia called for a congress 
and a revival of the Association.
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But the leaders of Virginia were ahead of the 'people, 
if the Gazettes are any indication* Virginians were not eg*- 
cited about the Gaspee affair or the Hutchinson letters*
They were glad that the-Tea Act allowed them to purchase the 
leaf cheaper than before. British propagandists preceded 
them in opposing the Tea Act. Virginians disapproved of 
Boston's violence. They remained loyal to the crown. It was 
only when propaganda against the Coercive Acts struck fear 
into Virginia that oppression may also he in store for her, 
that the colony responded to their burgesses and the propa* 
gandtsts and united with the'other colonies to oppose Barlia» 
meat.
Almost all' the propaganda and news'of the crisis in the 
-Gazettes was concerned with human rights and constitutional 
rights. Economic privilege was barely mentioned, and never 
by Virginians. Virginians never expressed a desire to free 
themselves from their Just debts.-. There was a clear conflict 
between Whigs and Tories on political grounds. But there is 
little evidence of social or other aspects of an "internal 
revolution." Virginians seemed to want to preserve their 
society, not change it.
Because of distance and time, there .appeared to be 
little the colonists or Parliament could do to understand 
each other and avert catastrophe, neither side had enough 
patience and .both were affected by propaganda and distorted 
reports. One event led to another* ever widening the breach 
between the parts of the inspire until the final convulsion
occurred. Kelther side comprehended what was happening' and 
where they were going. As in a tragedy* fate seemed to push 
the actors onward to destruction*
The newspapers reflected the great change in the attl* 
tudes of Virginians from peace to- preparation for war during 
1773-4. The .press also helped bring about this change. Not 
only did it relate the sad events that comprised the,news of 
the day* hut stirred up'the peoples* emotions for the Whig 
cause. It helped bring about the revolution in thought that 
occurred in 1774*5* An open break with Great Britain was 
then only a matter of time.
*
Rumor, inaccurate news, and conscious distortions by 
propagandists filled the pages of- the Virginia Gazettes.
This was partly unavoidable because of the primitive nature 
of communications in the period. But the Whigs obviously 
took full advantage of the press and Introduced all hind© of 
pieces calculated to inflame the'public* Even though much of 
the information in the press was mistaken, it probably did 
create more external and internal discontent than would have 
otherwise arisen. Probably the most successful example of 
propaganda was the- spreading 'belief that the Coercive Acts 
were intended for all- the colonies -and that Parliament was 
just plucking one colony at a time to send each to a pro* 
destined Fate of slavery*- The important thing was not what 
happened but what people thought happened. Americans were 
not very critical of what they found in print, and propaganda 
was accepted as truth. Besides, propaganda often appealed to
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the emotions, which saved the .reader the burden of thinking, 
and riled him. even more permanently ‘than would logic * .-And 
once a nupber. of aroused citizens united in the cause, the" 
neutral majority, did not oppose them.
Whether there would have been a Revolution without prop­
aganda' Is conjectural, hut it seems - certain that the Whigs 
would not'have achieved the strength'and unity-they did with* 
out it. And the Revolution'was accomplished by such’-a narrow 
margin that the heavy propaganda activity may well have been 
nece ss ary *
Newspaper activity should be added as a partial answer 
to that perennial question* "What caused the American 
Revolution?”
BIBUOGRAMXCAl* ESSAY
As Olio glance, at the preceding pages will tell, my .pri­
mary source, the one from, which I have extracted most o f  my 
information, is the Virginia Gazettes. Although many of the 
issues .still extant have been dispersed., an almost complete 
series has been -0011001011. in a microfilm edition by the 
Institute of Early American History and C u ltu r e. There is 
also a photostat edition by the Hass.achusetts Historical 
Society, available in. a limited number of Titularies. For 
the years 1773*74, the only issues not known to be extant 
are Rind* $ V ir g in ia  Gazette for January 6, February 3 and 34, 
April 28 , and May 5 , all of 1774*' tester J . Cappon and 
Stella W* Buff’s Virginia Gazette Index 1736-1780 {Williams* 
burg, 1 9 5 0 ), 2 v o i s ., make the colonial Virginia newspapers
the most usable of any early periodical. These newspapers
*
are invaluable storehouses of information on almost any as­
pect of colonial American life* They are very enjoyable for 
browsing, and yield fascinating bits of information at every 
glance. And what is just as important, the newspapers give 
a flavor of the times difficult to find elsewhere.
Not much has been, written about the relation of the- 
newspaper to the American R ev o lu tio n . Philip Davidson1© 
Propaganda and the American Revolution, 1763-1783 {Chapel
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MAllj, 1941} analyzes propaganda in all its forms, with cm* 
phasts on the newspaper. He concludes that propaganda was 
necessary for the Whigs to gain support and win their cause*
as a majority of Americans were not united at the time. One-
reason they were so effective is that the Tories hardly ever 
propagandised in return* The hook is well documented and 
contains a good bibliography. It is discouraging* however, 
to find glaring errors,in his discussion of the Virginia 
Gazettes* which unfortunately cast suspicion on the entire 
hook*
Where Davidson has analyzed all. the means of propaganda 
in the days of the Revolutionary crisis* Arthur Meier 
Sehleslager has concentrated on the most effective and widely 
used vehicle for stirring up discontent* the newspapers,
B to Independenc#s The newspaper war on Britain*
i7Gi*17Tg (Hew York, 19SS) covers the entire Revolutionary 
crisis in such detail as to- -do the su b je c t  justice. Although 
it is well written and the standard for the subject,
Schlesihgeris book, suffers from faults* He bases his con**
elusion, (that without newspaper .activity there would not have 
been a Revolution) only on the fact that propaganda, was used.. 
Although hi© conclusion seems probable,, a much deeper study 
of the effects-of propaganda activity would be necessary to 
warrant more than a tentative conclusion. The 'book contains 
an astounding number of errors in citation. I have checked 
only a sampling of the references to the Virginia Gazettes 
but I have found approximately one third of those checked to
im
fee in error* This, unfortunately, detracts from, the reli­
ability of the text. I. also disagree with Schlesinger*s he* 
lief that the newspaper propaganda activity allowed the 
colonists to understand the nature of the crisis feetter. 1
believe, as I have'tried to show in this essay,: that the ev­
idence points to Just an opposite effect*
The only published work on the Virginia Ga&ettes them* 
selves is Stella f. Buff1 s ’’The Case against the Kings The 
Virginia Garnettea Indict George II%n in The William and Mary 
Qnartsrly, Third Series, vol* VI (1848}, pp. 305-87« She 
draws an interesting,, hut perhaps overstated conclusion that 
the coverage: of the Wilkes controversy in the Gazettes was 
favorable to Wilkes and not to the King, thus preparing 
Americans to turn against George III; in, 177$„
For information on the colonial newspapers .themselves, 
the first place to turn is to a contemporary work, of the 
period, Isaiah Thomas*e The history of Printing in, America, 
with a Biography of Printers and an Account of Newspapers 
<Alfeany, 1074)-, 2 vols* This contains, information on sources 
unknown or lost to us today, and therefore is invaluable. 
Clarence S. Brigham'*a Bibliography ,bf American
the history of each of the colonial newspapers in a manner 
that makes these volumes useful for gutck reference. Be 
lists the location of extant issues of early newspapers which 
is still helpful despite the work’s age. John Clyde Oswald’s 
Printing in the Americas (New fork, 1037) includes repre*
1680-lfM (Worcester,' 1847), 8 vols./*‘'summarises
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duotlous of sample pages from many of the colonial newspapers. 
There is mo published study of the Williamsburg printers, 
Out Mrs. Mary Geodwift’s^Ths Printing Office i Block 18,
Oolomial lot #48‘J am unpublished report/'for Colonial Williams- 
burg, Inc*, contains much useful information.
for various aspects of the role of propaganda and the 
newspapers im pr e -Revolst i omary American history, 1 have found 
the following volumes to be helpful* Leonard 1* Boob, .IhibLie 
Opinion and Propaganda (Hew fork, 1948); Leonard W, Levy,
Legacy of Suppression; freedom of Speech and Press in Early 
American. History (Cambridge, i960};. Baniei j, Boors tin, The 
Americans t The Colonial Experience (Hew fork, X95S}; and Carl 
Brideabaugh, Cities in Be volt i Urban Life in America, 1743-If7f 
(Hew York, 1OSS)*
for Virginia of 1773-74, 1 have consulted a number of 
books,. Of the ones used in the writing of this essay, the 
most important primary source was John Pendleton Kennedy* ed., 
Journals of the House, of Burgessee of' Virginia 1774-1776 ,  
Including the Records of the Committee of Correspondence. 
(Richmond, 1965)', Kennedy* s  introductory essay was very help­
ful, and the Journals gave me a good chance to check on the 
accuracy of much that was printed in the Virginia Gazettes, 
Peter Force’s .American Archives, Third Series, vol. I, 
(Washington,. 1837} provided me with a good cheek on the 
accuracy of the texts of many of the documents to be found in 
the Gazettes.
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% would life© to mate©, particular meat tea of ..a biography, 
©arid John Mayses,Edmund,Pendleton, 1721*1803: A Biography 
(Cambridge, 1952), 2 vols* This is the most readable, moat 
informativei and most f ascinating biography I have ever read,
Hof only! is it a story of an important m m  of the ; time.,- but 
It is a very eascelleut and useful, history of colonial, 
Revolutionary, and early Commonwealth Virginia in particular, 
and America in .general*
Keith Rennet Berwick's study. Of political neutralism, 
"Royalties in Crisis: A Study of the Attitudes of Virginians 
in the- Revolution,** an unpubllsheii Fh.B, dissertation‘at the 
tlaiver.sity of Chicago,.. 1009, was very helpful* Thomas 
Perkins Abernathy *m Western lands and the American Revolution 
(Hew fork, 1937)l on the west and ft-, d*. Fekearode’s The Revo** 
intloa in Virginia (Boston And Hew fork, 1916) and Isaac 
Samuel Harrell's Royalism, in Virginia* Chapters in the 
Economic History of the Revolution. (Barham, 1928). on the Rev** 
elution and its economic factors in Virginia discuss Important 
aspects of Virginia history not revealed in the Oasettea. The 
Journal and, letters of Philip Vickers flthiaa 1773**17741 A 
Plantation Tutor -of the Old Bominlon, edited by Hunter 
Bicfelnson Parish (Williamsburg, 19431 and. John. Horton &. Sons: 
Merchants of London and Virginia, Being the papers'..frbm....their 
Counting House for the fears 1790 to 1793,. edited by Frances 
Horton Mason (Richmond, 1937) show the thoughts of people who 
read the Virginia Caasettes during the .period included in this
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essay „ The first volume of' Dumas Malone* s Jefferson sad M s  
Time# M s  JeffergQn the, Virginian (Boston, 1948), and the 
first volume of Robert Bouthat Meade’s biography of Patrick 
Henry, Patrick Henry: patriot in the Making (Philadelphia and 
Hew York,. 1037) also helped me understand Virginia and her 
leaders at this time*
for aspects of these years outside Virginia, I have 
found, these works very informative.: John Russell Bartlett, A 
of the Destruction of His Britannic Majesi
Schooner Oaspec, in Harragaasetf Bay, on the IQtfr June, 1772... 
(Providence, 2.891) $ Thomas Hutchinson*s The History of the 
Colony and .province of Massao.hh^ ett#**Bay edited by 1* S.
Mayo, 3 pole, (Cambr idge, 1938)? and Edmund Cody .Burnett’s 
The Continental Congress (Hew York, 1041),
For various interpretations of - the overall period of the 
American Revolution, I have consulted primarily the following 
hookst John Richard Aldan, The South in the Revolution, 1783* 
1780 {[Baton Rouge], 1937) | Carl, hot us Beater, The Declara** 
tien of Independence: A Study in the History of Political
Ideas (Hew York, 1938) ; Henry Lawrence Gipson, The Coming of 
the Revolution 1763*1778 (Hew York, 1034) ? J. Franklin 
Jameson, The. American, Revolution Considered as a Social Move**
ment (Hew York, 1950); Merrill Jensen, The Articles of Con­
federation: An Interpretation of the Soeial^Oouetitutional
History of the American Revolution, 1774*1781. (Madison, 1988}i 
Edmund. S. Morgan, The Birth of the Republic, 1763-*89 (Chicago,
1838}; and Arthur Meier Schlesinger The Colonial Merchants 
and the American Revolution, 2,793*4776 (Hew York, 1939) * 
This- last named work has. also served me as a useful history 
of the northern radicals and their activity*
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